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At the Fourfront
Family, friends rally 'round Shahbaz quads

Sustaining the Sciences

Central America Legacy

Board Chair Takes a Seat

Message from President Bill Robinson

Fifteen
things
I love
about
Whitworth

Last night we held our annual employeerecognition dinner. These eventaalways feature
the same great things -lots of shrimp, lots of love.
We're all in a good mood. The food is delectable,
the academic year is at an end, and we celebrate the
blessing of Whitworth's community and mission.
I received a lovely dish for my IS-year
anniversary. Bonnie's telling me it isn't for cereaL
But it's my dish, not our dish. I'm glad we got to
choose gifts online this year. Otherwise, I suspect
they would have given me a rocking chair, or
maybe a gurney. The indignity of it all.
This issue of \Vhitworth Today has some great
stories, but it doesn't have a particular theme that
beckons me to comment. So, in the afterglow of last
night, I'm going to list the first IS things that come
to mind when I think about why I love WhItworth
- one for each year.
15. The Core Program. We live in a culture that
encourages fragmentation between, among and
within people. Core attacks that fragmentation.
While exploring historical influences on how we
think and feel, Core helps students integrate their
ideas in a way that produces integrity between their
thoughts and their behavior.
14. French dip sandwiches at Chez Sodexo. The
general disposition of our entire student body rises
sharply on the days we unite around French dips.
13. Leonard.
12. Music, theatre and athletics. It's ridiculous that
I get pats on the back for attending campus events.
It's not exactly a sacrifice to watch students perform
at high levels of excellence in venues I love.
11. Communion. For so many reasons, I am
overcome when I see our students humble
themselves at Christ's table.
10. Whitworth's extended family. On an early run
across our mostly vacated campus this morning, I
spotted seniors (demographically speaking) Bob
and Claire MacDonald on their daily hand-holding
walk. They inspire us all, and they have provided
scholarships for 218 students.

meet a faculty member on the liberal-conservative
continuum who wants to silence his or her
counterparts. In fact, faculty and staff members at
Whitworth recognize that, ultimately, freedom to
disagree provides protection for their ideas.
7. When members of our community say, "I'm
different, but I belong." This is a challenge, but one
worth fighting to meet. We are enriched by people
who bring backgrounds that differ from those of the
Whitworth majority (whatever that is).
6. Our time zone, for about a million reasons.
5. Our geography. We absolutely love this
community and Whitworth's place in it. Spokane
is big enough to have bountiful resources and small
enough so that Whitworth really matters to the
community. Further, the Whitworth neighborhood
has excellent public schools and affordable housing.
So, many of our faculty and staff live close enough
to be a part of the extracurricular life.
4. Bruehl's chicken cheese steak. I hope I am never
granted a wish that forces me to choose between
world peace and a Bruehl's chicken cheese steak.
3. Amazing scholarship at every [eve]. Students
and faculty produce work that enjoys national
recognition. We are a serious learning community
that values scholarly excellence.
2. Our students. Besides being good scholars, our
students see the duty and joy in serving people in
need. The mind and heart of Christ's gospel move
to the hands and feet of our students.
1. Whitworth's mission. Through my entire adult
life, I have longed to reflect the grace and truth
of a life given to Christ. The Whitworth mission
declares an uncompromising commitment to Christ,
the living God. But it makes that declaration in
a grace-filled humility that invites different and
even challenging ideas about Christ's truth as we
understand it. Whitworth believes that truth will
prevail and that we prepare students best in an
environment that foreshadows culture's assaults. For
me, there's no better place to live, learn and serve.

9. Whenever Dale Soden finishes singing.
8. An environment in which people who disagree
with each other protect each other. I have yet to
2
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Features -----------6 Sustaining the Sciences
To support its burgeoning science programs and maintain its
edge among competing schools, Whitworth prepares to build an
impressive new biology/chemistry facility that will incorporate the
latest technologies for students, faculty and the environment.

8 A legacy in Central America
Whitworth's Central America Study Program is as life-changing now
as it was at its inception 30 years ago. A program alumna tells the
story of the CASP and its impact on students, faculty, and the Central
Americans who have welcomed Whitworthians into their world.

12 The Shahbaz Quadruplets
Phil, '96, and Amy Shahbaz know both the wonders and the
exhaustion that go along with parenting four dearly loved babies
at the same time. Without family and friends from Whitworth and
beyond, the Shahbazes say,they'd never have made it through
their quads' first year.
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On the cover: The Shahbaz
family, courtesy ofTira Young,
Tira J Photography. Whitworth
alums, len (top to bottom): Nick
Brownlee, '97, Ken McFarland,
'97, Tim Hornor. '97, Rachel
Hornor Barach, '96, Clark Rider,
'97, M. Rick Hornor, '70: right (top
to bottom): Erin (Coie) VerHoeven,
'98, Steve VerHoeven, '96, Nate
Ulrich. '97, Kevin Brady, '96, Dan
Kepper, '97, Rebecca Ricards, '97
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no e
widely in 2008 than we did, say, 10 years
ago, Whitwarth Taday seeks primarily
to be a magazine for members of the

Whitworth student - lveth Canales, '09 - whose life was changed
by two alums of the Central America program, Nhi Hoang,
'94, and Sheila Maak, '97. You can read more about Canales'
experience in our online W. T. extras, which you'll find at the

Whitworth

aforementioned

Though we cast our nets a bit more

community.

readers to encounter

We want our

new perspectives

on national and international

issues and

on questions of nature and supe'rnature.
But we also want alums to see how their
former classmates are doing, to check in

parents, and part of their circle of friends on our cover and in the

article on pp. 12·13, as well as on the web.) Phil and Amy are in
love with their quads, just as you'd expect them to be - but they

on faculty and their accomplishments,

to be delighted by the improvements being made to the campus

also know the incredible stresses of piloting four preemies through

(and to be assured that, at its essence, Whitworth

remains much

the first year of their lives, and they fervently acknowledge that

the same), and to feel, after reading each issue, as
a brief, information-packed visit to Whitworth.

if they've

they could never have made it without the support of their
families, their California friends and Phil's Whitworth classmates.

As always, we strive to fill you in on Whitworthians

made

who are

I hope you'll enjoy the story of the Shahbazes' wild ride and the

making a difference in the world. There are many. Richard Cizik,

Whitworth

'73, Whitworth's Distinguished Alumnus for 2007, was recently

As I write this message, Whitworth mourns the loss of Dan
Burtness, '11, who was killed in an auto accident earlier this

named one of America's 100 most influential people by Time

magazine. We profiled Cizik in our fall 2007 issue, and if you'd
like to know more about this Whitworth

grad whose evangelical

faith has informed and impassioned his leadership in issues of
creation care, please go to www.whitworth.edu/whitworthtoday
and click on "Archives."

alums who accompanied

them.

week. The community has closed ranks, as it does in such tragic
circumstances, and Dan is being remembered by his grieving
family, friends, classmates, hallmates and professors. This is a
moment when community fulfills a need that can't be met in any
other way. And this Whitworth

community

is a very special one,

Like Ciuk, alumni of Whitworth's Central America Study
Program, which has been an integral part of the Whitworth

filled With people whose ideals go far beyond self to recognize
a greater good, a higher purpose. I hope this issue of Whitworth

curriculum for more than 30 years, are concerned

Today

about the state

will give you - whether you're an alum or not - some

of the world and of humankind; they want to know what they
can do to make life better for people who live in the direst of

sense of how a small, devoted community can have a tremendous
impact on the lives of its members, their families and friends,

circumstances.

and the world far beyond the rolling lawns, the handsome brick

In this issue, Julienne Gage, '95, an alumna of the

program who's now a successful freelance writer based in Miami,
has contributed an in-depth feature about how the program has
changed the lives and vocations of those who have participated
in it. Near the end of the piece, Gage mentions a current

Resident director of Stewart Hall
and The Village, 1988-90
Pursuing an M.EA. in creative writing through
Seattle Pacific University's low-residency
program; freelance writer; contributing
editor for Living Crafts magazine: community moderator for More
magazine's More.com website; fiber artist; full-time mom
Blog: Vivid Just like You, http:;jdvivid.blogspot.com
Vivid Just Like You is an ongoing letter to family and friends
that focuses on memoir and personal reflection, ffber-arts projects
and parenting. When my son entered kindergarten, I found myself
writing letters again, just as Iused to do every Saturday morning
of my residence-directing life at Whitworth. Then, stories began

4

web address.

In this issue we also visit Phil, '96, and Amy Shahbaz, the
parents of one-year-old quadruplets Cedar, Jeremiah, Jonah
and Jordan, born in March 2007. (You can see the babies, their

WT

buildings, and the stately pines of Whitworth

University.

~D1r~
tmitchell@whitworth.edu

to bubble up and I didn't know where to put them. A friend sent me a
link to start a blog, and soon I found myself diving deeply into my own
history and what happened to the people who had changed my life.
Because of my blog, a literary agent sought me out, and an editor
of Ladies' Home Journal recruited me to be the magazine's "blog
evangelist," which I did for one summer before moving to More.com. I've
also reconnected with hundreds of friends, which is a blast.
For four rich years, Vivid Just Like Youserved as the primary location
for my writing, and Iwrote for fun and exploration. After Ibegan grad
school to learn the craft of writing, I shifted the emphasis of my blog.
Now Iwrite about being a grad student and part of a raging-wild writers'
group, and liVing on the coast of New England. I post more photos of
parenting moments and my fiber·arts projects, and I write more about
ordinary moments, which is a kind of writing I also love.

YOUR
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Letters should be
under 200 words and
are subject to editing.
Send letters to
tmitchell@Whitworth.edu.

Science writer calls it unwise to embrace
"climate-change agenda"
As a science writer who is unconvinced by current global-warming
science and even more skeptical of big-government solutions, I was
saddened by the identification of our duty to "stewardship" with
adherence to the climate-change agenda (fall 2007). I'm worried that
the religious left may well make the mistake of the religious right in too
closely identifying Christian moral duties with specific political agendas.
Prominent scientists from MITto NASA think solar data correlate much
better with Earth's temperature trends than does CO2 data. And thus
while [W.T. writer] Greg Orwig would have us err on the side of caution
and embrace the climate-change agenda, I think it unwise scientifically.
But it is also unwise morally. The West may have the luxury of toying with
speculative CO,-reduction policies; developing nations do not. And many
"environmentalists" are working overtime to ensure that Africa does not
use its God-given natural resources like coal to industrialize, create jobs,
and lift millions out of poverty.
All of this said, I was very impressed with the balanced discussion
in this issue. You've done our community a service by exposing us to
the thought of both Richard Cizik and Dinesh D'Souza. I'm proud of
Whitworth for having many voices heard.
Logan Paul Gage, '04

Former pastor discouraged

July 7-11 Whitworth Institute of Ministry. For registration
and information, visit www. whitworth.edu/wim.
Sept. 12 Pirate Night Dinner and Auction, 5:30 p.m.,
Hixson Union Building. $40 admission.
Oct. 3-5 Homecoming Weekend (see www.whitworth.edu/
homecoming)
Oct. 3 George F. Whitworth Honors Banquet, 6 p.m.,
Hixson Union Building.
Oct. 10, 11, 12, 17, 18 Fall theatre production,
The Cradie Will Rock, Cowles Auditorium. $7
admission; $5 students and seniors. Call
509.777.3707.
Oct. 23 Greg Boyd lecture, "Myth of a Christian
Nation:' 7 p.m., Robinson TeachingTheatre,
Weyerhaeuser Hall. Free.
Nov. 7 English Endowed ReaderTony Early, 7:30 p.m., Robinson
Teaching Theater, Weyerhaeuser Hall. Free.
Nov. 8 Whitworth Writing Rally, Hixson Union Building
Nov. 8 Jazz ensemble fall concert with Ryan Keberle, x'02,
trombone, and Erica Von Kleist, saxophone. 8 p.m., Cowles
Auditorium. $10 admission.
Nov. 16 Wind symphony concert, 3 p.m.,
Cowles Auditorium. $5 general admission;
students and seniors free.

by reader's response to Anne Lamott

It grieves me, as a Whitworth alum, to read a letter so unloving as
GaryTrautman's Ire: the authenticity of Anne Lamott's Christian
belief], published in Whitworth Today (fall 2007). My upbringing as a
Presbyterian missionary daughter in Korea, Colombia and Venezuela,
and my four years at Whitworth laid a solid biblical and faith foundation,
which has not been destroyed by my many contacts with the "secular"
world. Anne Lamott's faith is genuine and has been able to speak
to those both inside and outside olthe church. And as I'm sure she
made clear at Whitworth, Lamott is a staunch and serious member of a
Christian congregation.
I wonder if Mr.Trautman would have been among the many Christians
who believed, not all that long ago, that slavery and the oppression of
women were God's will. As Patrick Henry wrote, "History teaches us to
be skeptical of our certainties, especially when those certainties exclude
people unlike us:' I am a faithful Christian and a retired United Church
of Christ pastor, and Trautman's letter does not speak for me. Blessings
and Peace.
Dorothy Brooks, '58

I
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EVENTS

Nov. 22 Symphony orchestra concert,
3 p.m., Cowles Auditorium. $5 general
admission; students and seniors free.
Dec. 1-4 Student-directed and -acted
Festival of One Acts, 7 p.m., Stage II, Cowles Auditorium.
Dec. 12-13 Christmas Festival Concerts, Friday,
Dec. 12, at 8 p.m.; Saturday, Dec. 13, at
3 p.m. and 7 p.m. First Presbyterian Church
of Spokane. $15 admission.
To view a calendar of all of
Whitworth's upcoming events,
visit www.whitworth.edu/calendar.

Calling all Whitworth bloggers:

Send us your
blog link and a bit of info about yourself if you'd like
to be considered for future installments of Whitworth
Today's new BlogWatch series. Submissions may be
made to tmitchell®Whitworth.edu.
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Sustaining the Sciences
New biology/chemistry building addresses current, future needs
byfad WlIenor, '89

W

hitworth-s math and science
departments are hopping.

Since 2001, the university has hired
eight new math/science professors
and has seen a 50 percent increase
in the number of students majoring in
the sciences. This is both good news
and a challenge for Whitworth. Virtually
every school with which the university
competes most heavily for students has
built a major new science building in
the past decade, while Whitworth hasn't
added a single square foot of science
space in more than 40 years. To sustain
Whitworth's competitive edge, the board
of trustees approved a mixture of debtfinancing and fund-raising that should
allow the groundbreaking for Phase I of
a new science facility early in 2009 on
the site of the old fine-arts building.

This new 60,000-square-foot biology/
chemistry building, with state-of-the-art
laboratories, instrumentation and animalresearch facilities, reflects Whitworth's
commitment to academic excellence with
regional peers. The $37 million building,
scheduled to open in 2010, will include
classrooms convertible to labs that will
meet Whitworth's science and general
classroom needs for the next 20 years.

For more information
If you're interested in making a gift to name
a room in this building or if you'd like more
information on this and/or other projects
on campus, please call 800.532.4668 or
509.777.3243, or e-mail development@
whitworth.edu. Or visit our website at
www.whitworth.edu/supportingwhitworth.
Wisenor is director of deveiopment for
annual giving/alumni, parent & church
relations at Whitworth.

Lab core
The no~ernmost portion of the building
will house all of the teaching and research
labs and will be constructed of cast-In-place
concrete, which limits building vibration and
allows the use of ultra-sensitive equipment.

Sustainability commitments
Whitworth is committed to building the new biology/chemistry facility to
meet the Green Building Council's LEEDSilver Certification by employing
a number of sustainable practices in the construction and operation of
the building. One such feature is the skylight that will flood the building,
including the circulation atrium, with maximum natural light. Other
sustainable options being considered for the building include rainwater
collection for landscape irrigation, steam or geothermal heating, energyefficient air-handling, and the use of locally produced building materials,

Johnston remodel

,

Johnston addition

~

(Phase III)

Originally constructed in 1967, the Eric Johnston
Science Center will be remodeled for the growing
needs of Whitworth's physics department and to
make room for the mathematics & computer science
department, paving the way for increased integration
and collaboration between the two programs.

(Phase II)

A 16,OOO-square-foot addition to the current
science building will provide more biology
labs, a new greenhouse, and new offices and
facilities for physics faculty.

"Spend the rest of your life telling this story"
The Legacy of Whitworth's Central America Study Program
by Julienne Gage, '95
s 1 write this article in the comfort of my air-conditioned
space in balmy Miami Beach, 25 Whitworth students
are probably lying in hammocks above a dusty floor in
some suffocatingly hot Central American village. Maybe they
realize how much they miss peanut butter and wish one of their
colleagues would scrub that foul odor off his Teva sandals. In
between the laughter and complaints, they likely feel jabs of
guilt over the fact that most people in the village will never
own a decent pair of shoes, let alone a pair of Tevas. Most of
the students probably break out their journals each day to try to
channel heads and hearts full of moral dilemmas into coherent
thoughts on paper.
As a 1993 Central America Study Program alumna, I
can vouch for the fact that lessons learned on the trip aren't
comfortable. Even today, maybe after I've nabbed a bargain at
Macy's, I sometimes awaken from dreams about street kids I knew
in Central America. I still experience a certain post-trauma
response every time I eat a banana. Maybe the fruit was picked
by the blistered hands of a peasant farmer who had fa sell out
to a multinational corporation when his land was no longer
productive enough to compete in the global market. I even feel
a bit of anguish and embarrassment over being tagged a "liberal"
when I relay what lleamed about U.S. involvement in the region.
My empathy is shared by countless other students who have
participated in Whitworth's study-abroad programs. The benefits

A

of cross-cultural competence are regarded as so important
that Whitworth now requires all students to complete courses
in foreign language and global perspectives to graduate. The
university's long-term goal is that 80 percent of its graduates will
meet these requirements through study-abroad experience.
This spring, Central America Study Program leaders
Michael Le Roy, '89 (Academic Affairs), Terry McGonigal
(Chapel), Esther Louie (Student Life), James Hunt (History),
KIm Hernandez (Modern Languages), and Karla Morgan
(Economics & Business) introduced students to Central
Americans through social-service projects and lectures.
Students also heard directly from Central Americans,
many of whom shared heart-wrenching stories of war, crime,
and migration patterns that have torn apart families and destabilized the region's cultural identity. Faculty in the Central
America program have learned that as students become servants
of the poor in a depleted economy and within people's natural
environments, they develop a better grasp of history and politics,
cross-cultural communication, and the integration of faith and
learning. In a nutshell, students get one big lesson in empathy.
Between last summer's 30~year Central America Study Program
reunion and my e-mail correspondence this spring with some of
the program's former participants, I have encountered very few
people who aren't profoundly affected to this day by their Central
America experience.

Central America Study
Program Alumni
Michael Le Roy, Whitworth's vice
president for academic affairs, still gets
choked up thinking about incidents
he witnessed as a student on the 1987
Central America Study Program. One
night while he was studying Spanish
in Antigua, Guatemala, Le Roy saw
the country's military surround a hall
where local youth had been invited for a
community dance: the soldiers plucked
out all the military-aged men in the hall to
draft them into the army for what became
a four-decade war. The next morning,
Participants in the 2008 Central America Study Program pose for a group shot near Punta
Le Roy found parents begging at the police
Mona, Costa Rica. Facing page: A Central American classroom buzzes with activity during a visit
station for information about their sons.
by Whitworth students.
A man whose only remaining son was
beginning, she says, she was deeply
drafted told Le Roy, "Spend the rest of
signed United Nations-sponsored peace
your life telling this story: We don't have
accords, she and her family moved to San
affected by what the U.S. government
called "low-intensity conflict." Under
justice, and we aren't treated fairly."
Salvador to take part in the country's
"In a way, that was my call," says
this policy, the government carried out
reconstruction. Today she is developing EI
Le Roy a week after returning from the
Salvador-based internships in business for
a covert war in Nicaragua, and later
Costa Rica leg of this year's Central
Central American college students living
provided training and equipment to the
America program. Though civil wars in
in the United States.
militaries of other Central American
Central America have finally ceased, and
"1 want to be able to help Central
nations in an effort to squelch guerrilla
uprisings; these were often initiated by
U.S. intervention no longer comes in the
American young people in the U.S.
form of covert military aid to the region's
participate in the transformative
peasants who had reached their limits in
governments, poverty and injustice
experience that 1 had through
terms of poverty and oppression at the
hands of the elite. Ultimately, such
continue to plague the least fortunate
there, much as they did during Le Roy's
policies - and more recent free-trade
As
students
become
servants
of
policies - resulted in masses of Central
visit in 1987 - and when Professor
Emeritus Ron Frase (Sociology)
the poor,...they develop a better Americans fleeing to the United States.
"By visiting communities
first started taking students to Latin
grasp
of
history
and
politics,
America, in 1977.
throughout the region, students are
The call that Le Roy mentions
able to connect and share on a new
cross-cultural communication, level with Guatemalans, Hondurans,
is something 1990 tour participant
Trish Morita-Mullaney, '89, continues
and the integration of faith and Nicaraguans, Salvadorans and
to feel as she teaches English as a
Costa Ricans in the U.S. - not just
learning. In a nutshell, students through language, but with a bit
second language in an Indianapolis
middle school.
get one big lesson in empathy. of understanding and solidarity,"
"One of the things that brings
Andrade-Eckhoff says. She hopes that
the program "will help students see
me great joy is meeting families in
Whitworth," she writes in a recent e-mail
the hallways," Morita-Mullaney said at
migrants [in the U.S.] as people, rather
than as criminals."
from San Salvador. "The trip opened
last year's 30~year CASP reunion, "and
up even more my view of the world
asking them where they're from, and
For Jefferson Shriver, '92, the trip
and the role that the
government
really knowing geographically, politically,
caused a complete about-face. Shriver
came to Whitworth with plans of using
plays and how many U.S. policies have
religiously that I've been there and I've
an impact on the day-to-dav lives of so
seen it and that we can fill one another's
his business degree to become a wealthy
many people, often in a negative way,"
shoes for a moment in time."
stockbroker, but the trip led him down an
economic path he'd never imagined. He
she recalls. "1 also lived first-hand the
Kay Andrade-Eckhoff a participant
tremendous grace of Central Americans
has spent 11 of the last 13 years working
of the 1984 program, is among those
in their willingness to share their lives
who have gone back to Central America
in non-governmental organizations
in Nicaragua that focus on businesswith a young, naive North American."
to forge a new vision of social justice.
empowerment policies for the poor,
Andrade-Eckhoff's work, like that of
Andrade-Eekhoff spent her first few years
many alumni from the trips of the 1980s
taking a two-year hiatus in the midst
after graduation assisting Salvadoran
of that fieldwork to obtain a master's in
refugee&ho had fled their country's civil
and early '90s, evolved along with the
social and political concerns of Central
global environmental policy at American
80-92) to resettle in the United
University, in Washington, D.C.
America during the Cold War. At the
94, two years after El Salvador

u.s.
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"The trip made me realize that large
populations live in hunger and extreme
poverty," Shriver says in an e-mail from
Managua, where he serves as chief of party
for Catholic Relief Services. "I realized
that I had been siding with politicians
whose votes in Congress and the Senate
helped to exacerbate such conditions."
In fact, it was one sweaty month in
Honduras, during Whirworth's 1990
Central America Study Program, that
drastically changed his career plans.
"1 worked in the fields with a machete
and ate rice and beans for 30 days,
sleeping on an elevated floorboard. Such
an experience (if the student is open to
learning) alters one's worldview entirely,"
he says.
Home-stay projects like the one
Shriver mentions teach humility and
political awareness; they also give
students important technical training
on such issues as poverty reduction and
environmental restoration, since home
stays are usually set up through grass-roots
development organizations. Students may
learn how using wonns to make compost
can lead to richer soil for crops or how
the introduction of dairy cooperatives has
improved a village's economic conditions
since the last Whitworth program, three

or six years earlier.

.

~,

Le Roy says that Whitworth is laying
the groundwork to set up a base
camp in Central America where the
university can maintain a longer ..term
presence in the region; such a camp,
staffed by rotating Whitworth faculty
as well as local professors, would also
offer Spanish-language classes and a
headquarters for students who might
be interested in exploring and learning
about Central America but who are
daunted by the rigor and itinerary of the
current program. Whitworth also hopes
eventually to set up similar off-campus
centers in Africa and Europe.
Of the planned Central America
location, Le Roy says, "We want to get
more students off campus in semester ..
long programs where they can be
immersed in the Spanish language
and learn about poverty, development,
social justice and theology."
The base-camp semester could have
a different theme and an internship
focused around such subjects as business,
10 W
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Students learn about
sustainable energy and
permaculture at Punta Mona.

psychology and childhood development.
It could also include the Core 350 course,
the main thrust of which is the ethical
and political application of worldview
assumptions emphasized in Cote 150
and Core 250. Students interested in the
traditional program could even extend
their rime in the region by first using this
base camp for extra language preparation
before embarking on the five-month
regional experience.

Whether students are in village home
stays or using the proposed base camp
as their headquarters, Whitworth wants
them to grapple with the kinds of difficult
ideological and theological questions
that surface during their visit to Central
America, and to emerge with a tested and
dynamic faith.
Tracey King. '95, a 1993 tour alumna
who now works in Managua as a regional
liaison for Central America with the
Presbyterian Church (USA), says the
tour helped her ro ask why things in some
parts of the world just don't work the way
they should. "Faith is part of that In that

Whitworthians hear from a
fair-trade caffee farmer in
Anca La Bella, C.R.
I feel called to continue to try and see
and understand the injustice and then to
tty and transform it," she says.
"Christ wants us to follow him to
the places where the hard questions
are asked," Le Roy says. "That means
being fearless about engaging in the
realities of the world. Theology should
inform ideology."

Asking the Tough Questions
As a journalist, I always have to ask
"Why!" I feel fortunate that the Central
America study program helped give me
the cultural and language skills I needed
to pose that question to people whose
answers would otherwise be unheard.
When a group of five Guatemalan men
took up temporary lodging in the studio
apartment next door to mine, my answer
to their question about why I speak
Spanish won me not only a tamale. but
their offers to participate (anonymously)
in a radio documentary about illegal
immigration.
Still, I'd like to think that empathy
is what creates these opportunities for
me and for them. During an especially
dry patch of freelancing, I went to work
at a cushy tourist restaurant where most
of the busboys were Honduran. When a
well-to-do Colombian bartender asked
one of them what his hometown of
Nacaome was like, rhe busboy chuckled
and said, "Ask the gringa."
"A lotta dust, but the people
are amazing - they saved me from
dehydration once after I'd been on a long
walk in the desert," I said, before running
off for another awkward moment of table
service to young professionals with steady
jobs. The Honduran followed behind
me to clean up, making sure my tables
glimmered in the sun.
"Nothing compensates for
experiential learning," Ron Frase told
CASP alumni at last summer's reunion,
his voice cracking as it does whenever
he speaks of past journeys to Central
America. I'm glad it does, because his
intense emotion is part of what piqued
many a student's curiosity to go to the
region in the first place.

Frase has a profound understanding
of the bond that develops between
Whitworth students and Central
Americans during the students' home
stays in small towns and villages. This
bond continues, seemingly intact, for
years after each student's experience
in Central America. If a CASP alum
should ever wonder about what kind of
real impact his or her home stay had on
its Honduran hosts, consider this:
In the middle of last year's reunion,
23-year-old Whitworth student Iveth
Canales stood up to tell us that she was
just 8 years old when 1993 participant
Nhi Hoang, '94, came to live in her
village, Las Uvas. The local school
offered classes only to sixth grade, and
few people in Las Uvas had the ability or
inclination to read much, Canales says.
But when she saw Hoang sneaking off
to read a book or write in her journal,
Canales was inspired. A few years
later, Canales attended high school in
Tegucigalpa, and upon meeting another
Whitworth alumna, Sheila Maak, '97,
she found her way to Whitworth, where
her studies in international development
have been completely paid for via
scholarships. Canales has a message
for Central America alumni and future
program participants.
"You might not know the impact you
made in the lives of those kids you played
with and smiled at," Canales says, "but I
tell you that I was once one of those kids,
and my life was changed by one student
like you. For students who would like
to join the next Central America Study
Program, I encourage them do it. I would
like them to know that we welcome you
there with open hearts."

Gage is a freelance journalist and television
news producer in Miami.
For a web extra on Iveth Canales, visit
www.whitworth.edulwhitworthtoday.

Allyn Klzymowski, '08, and Jim Hunt paint
2x4s for the roof of a new school being
completed by the organization Seeds of
Learning, in Los Robles, Nicaragua,

Whitworth University History Professor Jim
Hunt was met with a flood of hugs, cards and
e-mails thanking him for 25 years of service
to the central America Study Program during
a campus luncheon organized by students of
the 2008 group this spring.
Hunfs voluminous notebook of alumni
correspondence recalls his longtime
involvement with the people of central
America. He says his best memories include
interaction with Whitworth students and
Central Americans - things like impromptu
roadside parties that formed during long waits
to fIX a vehicle's flat tire. He also expresses
appreciation for the Latin Americans who
helped him grieve the loss of his daughter
Krista Hunt Ausland, an alumna of the '93
program who was killed in 1998 in a bus
accident in Bolivia while serving the poor.
"Latin Americans embrace suffering; they don't
deny it; Hunt says. '1hey taught me how you
come out on the other side with a certain
measure of light and joy:' In memory of their
daughter, Hunt and his wife, Whitworth English
Professor Emeritus Unda Hunt, founded the
Krista Foundation for Global Citizenship.
Hunt is certain that he and fellow retired
Central America Study Program professors
Don Uebert and Ron Frase will maintain some
level of involvement with Whitworth's Central
America studies, and he's confident that those
carrying on its legacy will have a profound
impact on students' lives and learning.

I_~--------

"I think lt's as strong now as it's always been,
and its future is very promising," Hunt says .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The Shahbaz quadruplets, with comments about each from their dad (L to R): Cedar knows what she wants,
and she isn't afraid w tell you. She's absolutely gorgeous, but don't make her mad! Jordan is always in search of

adventure; it's as though he watches quietly, and then, once he's figured It out, he attm:ks. Jonch is a jolly, happy boy
who's always wlkative and playful. And Jeremiah lovespeople and IS very extroverted; he loves w smile and be cuddled.

Community supports Shahbazes through quads' first year
by Terry Rayburn Mitchell, '93

T

hink of it: four babies in one fell
swoop. All are tiny, with typical
preemie health issues; all are as
helpless as, well, newborns. You have no
parenting experience, and now you
must do everything for four little
beings whom you have brought
into the world. Sleep becomes a
stranger.Worry becomes a constant
companion. Yourdebit card
becomes paper' thin from overuse.
And you've never, ever been
more tired, more concerned, more
mapped for cash, more filled with
joy or more grateful for your family
and for the many friends you've
made over the years.
Welcome to the world of Phil,
'96, and Amy Shahbaz. In 2006,
after years of trying and some medical
intervention, they discovered, to their
amazement, that four little Shahbazes were
on their way.
"The doctor told us at first that there
12
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was more than one baby,"says Phil,
who lives with his family in Southern
California. "And we thought, 'Twins!
That would be amazing!'" After the

first ultrasound, the doctor said that
there were, in fact, four heartbeats. The
Shahbazes were astonished, but thrilled.
The doctor warned them of the problems
that could accompany the pregnancy-

among them, the high probability that
one of the babies, who was very small
in comparison with the others, would
die before birth. Phil and Amy went
home and prayed for the babies,
nicknamed the smallest one (who
turned out to be their daughter)
"Little Man," willed that tiny
being to catch up with its siblings,
and embarked on their parenting
adventure filled with hope and
trepidation.
Little Man eventually caught up
with the [aster-growing sibs, and on
March 28, 2007, after Amy had
been in the hospital on bed rest for
more than three months, four little
Shahbazes made their way into the
world. Jeremiah was born first;
Jonah followed a few seconds later; then
came Jordan, and, finally, Cedar. The
babies weighed between 2 lbs. 4 oz.
(Cedar) and 2 lbs. 13 oz. (Jordan), good
birthweights for quads. All were capable

•

of breathing on their own, and all scored
well on the APGAR, which measures
respiration, color, heart rate, reflexes,
and muscle tone. "God gave us healthy
babies!" wrote Phil in his online blog,
shortly after their birth. "They have a
long road to go, but so far we are
nothing but thankful. This truly was a
miracle given to us by the grace of our
Father and as a result of prayer, faith,
and, of course, hope."

Phil each week to let him talk through
what was happening in his life. One or
two managed to get Amy or Phil out
of the house now and again for a little
"me time." And Brady, the VerHoevens,
Brownlee and his wife, Kari McFarland,
'97, along with Rachel Hornor Barach,
'96, Clark Rider, '97, Rebecca Ricards,
'97, Dan Kepper, '97, Nate Ulrich, '97,
and a number of other friends set lip a
fund (see below) through which they
continue to send a monthly donation
to Phil and Amy in the form of a gift
card, depending upon the family's needs.
Over the past 15 months, the group has
sent gift cards from Diapers.com. Target,
Babies 'R' Us and WalMart. They Will
continue to help as long as the Shahbazes
need their assistance.
"There is no way we would
have made it - just no way we
would have made ir - without
the love and support of so
many," says Phil. "And our
Whitworth friends have truly
been a reflection of Christ in
our lives."

Once the babies were born, things got

really wild. For the first couple of months
after the quads arrived, Amy and Phil ran
back and forth in the endless SoCal traffic
between their home, Phil's work, and the
hospital. (Phil, who is now pastor of
assimilation and small groups at Life Bible
Fellowship, in Upland, also sells real estate
and is a working actor; Amy is currently a
stay-at-home rnom.l Jeremiah came home
June 1, 2007, followed at brief intervals by
Jordan and Jonah; Cedar was released from
the hospital July 4. In the midst of all this,
the family moved to a bigger house that
would accommodate "the Shahbabies," as
their family and friends had taken to
calling them. "In short, life has been
crazy," Phil wrote. "Amy and 1 basically
trade shifts taking care of the kids
alongside family, friends, and dozens of
volunteers."
So, who saved Phil and Amy Shahbaz
from quad-induced hysteria? Phil's mom
stayed with the family for three months.
Amy's parents helped three times a week.
Other family members offered time and
assistance. Some of the students Phil had
worked with at California's Azusa Pacific
University, where he was director of
student success, offered to help with the
babies and set up a diaper fund. And Phil's
best friends and fellow Whitworth alums
came to the Shahbazes' rescue in ways
that Phil and Amy had never expected.
"The support we received is the most
remarkable part of our story," Phil says.
"Hundreds of people have carried Amy
and me on their backs during this year.
"And the support of my Whitworth

Phil and Amy have changed since the
quads were born, Hornor responds (with
classic understatement), "They're more
tired now."
Sheer exhaustion is a dominant theme
in the story of the Shahbaz family. "I'm
not sure anyone truly understands that this
event has been both the most fantastic
blessing and the greatest hardship that
Phil and Amy have ever experienced,"
says Kevin Brady, '96, who lives in Seattle
and has visited the Shahbazes a couple of
times since the quads arrived. "I remember
the first time I visited," he says, "sitting
there and holding one of the quads at 5
a.m.: all four of the babies were screaming
and pooping, and I looked at Phil and
thought, 'How ... IS this guy going to do
this every single night and not go crazy?"
It helps to have friends. Really good
friends. Brady, along with Steve, '96, and
Erin (Cole, '98) VerHoeven and Nick
Brownlee, '97, were able to visit the
Shahbazes and help out with the babies
from time to rime. The VerHoevens,
who have two young sons of their own,
passed on their boys' clothing, along with
books and toys. Some of the gang called

Learn more about the Shahbazes' journey
www.shahbazbabies.blogspot.com .
And if you'd like to help the Shahbaz
family, please e-mail KeVin Brady at
fnendsofphilandfamily@gmail.com.
at

Photos on Page 12 courtesy ofTira Young,
Tira J Photography.
Photos this page, top to bottom: Hornor,
Brownlee and Shahbaz take a binky break.
Middle: Shahbabies snooze (Tira Young).
Bottom: Shahbaz, Brady and Hornor admire
one of the just-home-from-the-hospital quads.
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Making the Grade
Whitworth repeats as top Northwest
value in Kiplinger rankings

Surprise Recognition Honors
Boppell for Service as Board Chair
Chuck Boppell was caught off guard by the number of friends
and family members who traveled to campus from around the
country for a luncheon honoring him as he stepped down after
18 years as chair of Whitworth's board of trustees. But Boppell's
jaw really dropped when President Bill Robinson announced
that friends and fellow trustees had donated $1.5 million to
endow a faculty chair in his name.
"It's been my good fortune to have been associated with
Whitworth over all these years," said Boppell, '65, whose family
connections to the university span four generations. "In many
ways this has been the family business. I've always felt like I've
received more than I've given."
Boppell's tenure as board chair cover~ the university's
rise from shrinking enrollment, budget cuts and declining
infrastructure in the early 19905 to its current position with
record enrollment, fiscal stability and vastly improved grounds
and facilities. Boppell and his wife, Karlvn, '67, have also made
significant gifts for improvements to Whitworthls track, to a
residence hall that bears their name, to a large endowment for
music scholarships, and to the new visual-arts building and The
Whitworth Fund.
Robinson says Boppell's most important contribution and
legacy may be the way he has strengthened the board and its
commitment to Whitworth's distinctive mission. At the April
luncheon, which closed Boppell's final board meeting as chair,
several trustees thanked him for modeling the role of a board
member: to focus on mission and policy oversight and not on
the internal operations of the institution.
"You can't ask for a better understanding than that," says
Robinson. "The gratitude that I feel for Chuck is reflective of
the gratitude I know the entire Whitworth community feels for
this man who has given of his time, his talent and his resources
in a way that exceeded what any of us ever could have hoped."

Visit www.whitworth.edu/whitworthtoday to view a shan movie
describmg Chuck Boppell's extraordinary service to Whitworth.
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Whitworth moved up two spots, to No. 30, in Kiplinger's
2008 rankings of the 50 best private university values - a list
that includes some of the most esteemed schools in the country.
Whitworth repeated as the highest~rated Northwest school in the
rankings, which are posted to the Kiplinger website and appeared
in the April issue of Kiplinger's Personal Finance magazine.
For the second year in a row, the California Institute of
Technology tops Kiplinger's ranking of best private university
values, followed by Yale, Princeton, MIT and Rice. West Coast
schools joining Whitworth in the top 50 are Stanford (No. 13),
Gonzaga (No. 34), University of Southern California (No. 36),
and Santa Clara (No. 37). To view the complete rankings, VIsit
www.kiplinger.com/tools/privatecolleges.
The magazine ranks the top 50 private universities and top
50 liberal-arts colleges and universities separately but based on
the same criteria of academic quality and affordability, with
academic quality accounting for two-thirds of the formula.
Kiplinger Senior Associate Editor Jane Bennett Clark says
Whitworth's high ranking can be attributed to its overall
academic quality as well as to its relatively low cost and high
percentage of non-need-based aid.
"Our exclusive rankings showcase a range of schools with
strong academics, generous financtal-aid policies and, in some
cases. a decent price to begin with," Clark writes in the article
that accompanies the rankings.

Face-to-Face
Encounter
Whi1worth political
science major Barb
Liggett, '10, poses
with Sen. Hillary
Clinton during
the Democratic
presidential
candidate's visit to Spokane on Feb. 8. Clinton held a
town-hall meeting at the West Central Community Center,
while Michelle Obama, wife of Sen. Barack Obama, held
a "Rally for Change" at the FoxTheatre, downtown. Liggett
was able to speak to Clinton in the overflow building,
where more than 25 Whitworth students were gathered.
Clinton posed for pictures and encouraged the students'
interest in politics and the Constitution.

Bues Bring It Home
Whitworth
trophy

wins all-sports

Whitworth Athletics hauled home
some serious hardware in 2007 -08, the
capper being the Northwest Conference
Mcllrov-Lewts All-Sports trophy, which
recognizes the best all-around athletics
program in the conference. Whitworth

won the trophy for the second time in
four years after earning NWC titles in
football, men's soccer, men's swimming,
women's swimming, men's basketball,
and men's track & field (a whoppmg
one-third of the 18 total championships
awarded by the nine-member
conference). The Pirates finished second
in women's soccer, women's tennis,
women's golf and men's golf.
According to the all-sports trophy tally,
the Pirates earned 253 points, followed
by Linfield (234) and two-time defending
champion Puget Sound (221). For the
complete list of NWC team points, visit
www.nwcsports.com!information!allsports.
htm.
"Winning the trophy makes it clear
that Whitworth has a bunch of good
coaches leading programs made up of
terrific student-athletes," says Director of
Athletics Scott McQuilkin, '84. "To have
achieved such success in one of the best
Division III conferences in the country
testifies to how talented our teams were
this year."

Talent, hard work and drive led the
men's and women's soccer programs to
the second round of the NCAA playoffs,
men's basketball to the Division 1II Sweet
16, women's swimming to l Orh place in
the NCAA championships, and men's
track to a third-place finish at nationals.
Five Whitworth coaches were honored
by their peers as NWC coaches of the
year: John Tully (football), Sean Bushey
(men's and women's soccer) Jim Hayford
(men's basketball), Steve Schadt, '96
(swimming), and Toby Schwarz (track &
field) received the conference honor.
Numerous Whitworth student-athletes
were named all-conference, all-region,
or all-America honorees for athletics
and academics. Standouts who won
all-America or NWC Athlete of the
Year awards include [ael Hagerott, '08
(women's soccer), Jay Tully, '08 (football),
Ryan Symes, '08 (pictured, men's
basketball), Samantha Kephart, '08, and
Natalie Turner, '10 (swimming), and Ben
Spaun. '08, Emmanuel Bofa. '10, and
Cody Stelzer, '10 (track & field).

The Syringa Tree
Actress Gin Hammond performed the one-woman
play The Syringa Tree at Whitworth in April. The
play, which portrays apartheid in South Africa
through 24 different characters, is based on the
autobiographical novel by Pamela Gien, whose
Broadway play won the 2001 Obie Award. For
her own performance, Hammond won the Helen
Hayes Award for Outstanding Lead Actress,
Resident Play. Hammond received her MFA from
the American RepertoryTheatre Institute for
Advanced Theatre Training at Harvard University/
Moscow Art Theatre School. Her other stage
performances include the roles of Leafy Lee in
Polk County, voted one of the top 10 plays of
2002 by The New York Times, and the character
of Wendy/Zena in Noon Day Sun, one of several
plays in which Hammond has portrayed the
compelling dynamics of racial ambiguity.
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The university honored nearly 660 bachelor's and master's
degree recipients at commencement

ceremonies

in May.

Whitworth Professor of Political Science Julia Stronks, whom
Whitworth's

seniors had named Most Influential Female Professor

for 2008, was keynote speaker for the 118th undergraduate
commencement
ceremony.
Stronks, who spoke on "Citizenship

in a Broken but Redeemed

World," came to Whitworth in 1994. A graduate of Dordt
College, she earned her J.D. from the University of Iowa College
of Law and her PhD. from the University of Maryland. In 2003,
she was honored with Darcie's Distinguished

Alumni Award.

Bill Robinson, completing his 15th year as Whitworth's
president, spoke at the graduate ceremony on "Leading
through Sacrifice." Robinson, an expert on leadership and
communication,

Into the World
Whitworth sends out record
graduating class at commencement
Whitworth's
convictions

2008 graduates will connect

to a broad range of vocational

is the author of two books, Leading People from

the Middle (Executive Excellence, 2002) and Incarnate Leadership

their world view
arenas, from the

(Zondervan,

2009). The master's-degree

ceremony honored the

graduates of the Master of Business Administration,

Master of

International Management, Master in Teaching, and Graduate
Studies in Education programs.
Baccalaureate

2008 featured a homily, "The Thomas Option,"

politicalworking for Senator John McCain in Washington,
D.C. ~ to the theatricalstage-rnanaging productions at Busch

by Assistant Professor of Theology Adam Neder, who came

Gardens Europe. Others will pursue master's and doctoral
degrees at noted institutions in fields such as public policy,

Professor this year by the Class of 2008. Neder graduated from
Covenant College and earned his M.Div. and Ph.D. from

theology and physics.

Princeton

to Whitworth

Theological

New Residence Hall Rises in the East
Builders broke ground during finals week on a 160-bed residence hall that will
join a growing neighborhood on the east side of campus come fall 2009. The
East Residence Hall is designed in a slight "V" shape, with one wing extending
toward Duvall and Boppell halls and the other toward Baldwin-Jenkins and a future
residence-hall building site. The $11.6 million hall is the first Whitworth project
to be built by respected Spokane developer Dick Vandervert (inset). "There is no
firm that is held in higher regard in our region;' said President Bill Robinson at the
groundbreaking. "We know everything will be done with integrity and with excellence;'
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in 2004 and was voted Most Influential

Seminary.

Male

A Heritage of Faith
and Engagement
Guder and Mitchell receive
honorary degrees

Guder

.......

Mitchell

Whitworth
celebrated its 118th
anniversary and
explored the theme
"Integration of
Faith and Poluics"
during Heritage
Week 2008. During
Spring Convocation,
which wok place
amid Heri rage Week
events, Whitworth
conferred honorary
doctor of divinity
degrees upon special
guests Darrell Guder

and Robert Mitchell.
While on campus, Guder, a former
Whitworth academic dean who is now

dean of academic affairs and the Henry
Winters Luce Professor of Missional
and Ecumenical Theology at Princeton
Theological Seminary, gave an evening
lecture, "The Missional Church in the
Public Square: Challenges for the 21st
Century." Glider's writing and teaching
focus is the theology of the missional
church, especially the theological
implications of the paradigm shift to post'
Christendom as the context for Christian
mission in the West.
Guder was recognized during the
ceremony as a man who is held in
high esteem throughout the world as
a thinker, writer, teacher, churchman,
professor, servant and leader. Whitworth
Professor of Philosophy Forrest Baird
says of him, "There is no question that
Darrell changed Whitworth by opening
us up to the whole world. He stretched
us to consider global Christianity and to
recognize that we Americans are only a
small part of Christ's church."
Robert Mitchell delivered the homily
during the Heritage Week chapel service

and presented an evening lecture,
"When the Scriptures Come Alive: An
Introduction to Lectio Divina (Praying
the Scriptures)." Mitchell is the former
president of Young Life and the former
vice president of United States ministries
for World Vision. In 1953, he helped
Young Life founder Jim Rayburn ready
Malibu Christian Youth Camp for its
first campers. That was the beginning of
Mitchell's 40 years of service to Young Life
before he joined World Vision.
Whitworth Professor of Theology Jerry
Sittser says of Mitchell, "Bob has the keen
ability to unite what remains divided
in most leaders. He learned his lessons
about leadership from the master teacher,
making a habit over his many years of
service to listen to and follow Jesus. And
we are better for it."
To listen to audio recordings of
Robinson's Founder's Day Convocation
address and Guder's and Mitchell's
evening lectures, visit www.whitworth.
edu/podcast.

Land of the Free
Whitworth friends welcome Anderia Lual, '08, as a fellow American
citizen after his swearing-in ceremony May 1. Lual spent most of
his youth as a Sudanese "Lost Boy;' an orphaned war refugee who
traveled the African wilderness to seek protection. When he was
just 4 years old, his village was attacked by Sudan's government
militia, forcing him to make his way to Ethiopia, back to Sudan,
and then to Kenya.Thanks to a program run by the United States,
the United Nations and the Sudanese government, Lual came to
America after his second year of high school and settled in Yelm,
Wash., where he earned his diploma. He participated in highschool soccer, track and cross-country, and eventually met up with
Toby Schwarz, Whitworth's head track & field/cross-country coach.
Lual, a biology major at Whitworth, plans to use his undergraduate
degree to heip others in America or back in Sudan.
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National Organizations Honor Whitworth,
Robinson for Act Six Leadership
WhItworth's leadership in helping
launch the Act Six Leadership &
Scholarship Initiative for underrepresented ethnic minorities and firstgeneration college students recently
earned national awards for the university
and for President Bill Robinson.
Whitworth University and Crichton
College were selected to receive the
2008 Robert and Susan Andringa Award
for Advancing Racial Harmony from
the Council for Christian Colleges &
Universities. Whitworth President Bill
Robinson and Walt Oliver, '67, incoming
chair of Whitworth's board of trustees
(in photo above at right), received the
award during the CCCU's Presidents'
Conference in Washington, D.C.,
in February.
The award recognizes the success of Act
Six, which began in 200 I as a partnership
between Whitworth and the Northwest
Leadership Foundation to encourage
urban leadership development, college
access and retention, and which has since
expanded to Crichton College, George
Fox University and Pacific Lutheran
University. Act Six has brought five cadres
of emerging student leaders to Whitworth
from Tacoma and Seattle. As of this fall,
57 of 6l students ortginallv selected for
the first six cadres of Act Six scholars will
have graduated from Whitworth or will
still be enrolled at the university - far
exceeding national averages for retention
and graduation rates.
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"First, we applaud the CCCU for
honoring racial and ethnic diversity
efforts in Christian higher education,"
says Robinson. "Second, I can scarcely
think of an award that would be more
gratifying to Whitworth. This recognition
acknowledges the vision, hard work
and courage of many people who have
contributed to the success of Act Six
- not the least of whom are the Act Six
scholars themselves, who serve as agents
of enlightenment and reconciliation every
day on our campus."
Robinson's leadership and commitment
to Act Six also were cited in his selection
to receive the Charles Foreman Award for
Innovation in Private Higher Education.
The Foreman Award is presented each
year by the Foundation for Independent
Higher Education to an individual, institution, or organization for extraordinary and
innovative leadership reflecting collaborarive effort and endeavor.
"Bill's impact on students can never
be overestimated," wrote Violet Boyer,
president and CEO of Independent
Colleges of Washington, an association
of 10 private colleges in the state, in
nominating Robinson for the Foreman
Award. "He uses every opening to help
students think through the difficult
questions in life and provides a safe place
and ample opportunities for them to
explore and understand their values and
roles in the world. He teaches and leads
these students by example."

'They Want to Know'
Williams shares autism
expertise with concerned
community
The annual Lindaman Lecture featured
Professor of Education and Edward
B. Lindaman Chair Betty Williams,
who presented "Separating Science
from Science Fiction: Research on the
Cause of Autism" to an audience of
more than 200 that included parents of
children with autism as well as autismcare providers. Once considered a rare
disorder, autism is now diagnosed in one
in 150 children, according to Williams.
In her evening lecture, she evaluated
prominent theories and research in
terms of their scientific merit. "Desperate
parents will do anything if it rrughr
have a chance of curing their children's
autism," Williams said, "but what they
really want to know is the likelihood that
a particular treatment will work and to
what risks their children will be exposed."
To download a recording of Williams'
Lindaman Lecture, visit www.whitworrh.
edu/podcast.
WhItworth's appointed Edward B.
Lindaman Chair is an endowed, rotating
chair for senior Whitworth faculty who
are engaged in significant regional and
national academic initiatives and who
contribute to public dialogue concerning
important social issues. Williams' four-veer
appointment began in fall 2007.
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Senior biz whiz wins first
place in regional businessplan competition
Whitworth senior
Tim Coughlin won the
top monetary prize in
the 2007 -08 Hogan
Entrepreneurial Leadership
Program Business Plan
Competition. Coughlin,
a business management
and marketing double
major, won $10,000 for his
company, Buvsellfix.com,
a repair and refurbishing
service for handheld electronics.
"Winning the Hogan competition has
resulted in incredible opportunities

to

grow my business," Coughlin says. "I now
have working capital to purchase parts and
inventory, upgrade my website, and finally
get a decent business card made. Local
publicity has also resulted in a lot more
repair work coming in."
Gonzaga University presents the annual
Hogan competition in collaboration
with Whitworth's School of Global
Commerce & Management and Eastern
Washington University's Center for
Entrepreneurial Activities. The event
is open to graduate and undergraduate
students from Whitworth, Gonzaga, EWU

and Washington State University. This
year, more than 90 teams submitted plans
in three project categories. Whitworth
entered nine teams in the social-enterprise
and student-generared categories; of the
12 finalists selected across
these two categories,
six teams were from
Whitworth, five were
from Gonzaga, and
one was fram WSu.
Coughlin's Buysellfix.
com took first place in
the student-generated
category.
In addition to
Coughlin's success in
the Hogan competition,
for the first time ever a Whitworth team
advanced to the "Sweet Sixteen" round of
the University of Washington's Center for
Innovation & Entrepreneurship Business
Plan Competition. In April, Krochet Kids
International, which was a finalist in the
Hogan competition, pitched its business
plan to entrepreneurs judging the UW
competition's investment round, and
was among 16 teams selected from 34
competitors to advance to the third round.
Krocher Kids International employs
African women who make crocheted hats
and accessories for import to the U.S. The
Krochet Kids team comprises Whitworth
seniors Travis Hartanov and Leah
Hartancv and students from the UW.

Tartuffe
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In its spring production, the Whitworth
Theatre Department brought to the stage
Moliere's Tartuffe. In the photo at left, Elmire,
played by Karla Marie Rose, '08, pretends to
seduce Tartuffe, played by Nikolas Hoback,
'08, so that her husband, who is hiding in the
room, will discover thatTartuffe is a hypocrite.
Amid criticisms and laughter, the play speaks
to and depicts the consequences of religious
hypocrisy. Tartuffe seems to be critical
of religion, says Professor olTheatre and
Director Rick Hornor, '70, but it isn't. Instead,
it is critical of our human inclination toward
believing too easily.

Crossing the Line
explores issues by
asking questions
A dozen students
in Whitworth
University's spring
communirv-basedtheatre class tackled
the complex and
controversial issue
of police power by
asking simple questions. They then
reflected the answers to those questions
in Crossing the Line: An Investigation of
the Police, Power and People - a thoughtprovoking mixture of monologue and
movement that gives voice to the various
ways in which Spokanires think about
police power in light of several highly
publicized cases of individuals injured or
killed while in custody.
Students spent six weeks researching
police power issues, ranging from lawenforcement training and restraint
techniques to the use of Tazers. They
interviewed police officers, public
defenders, journalists, criminal defendants
and local citizens.
Crossing the Line was presented in
May at Spokane's CenterStage. The
presentation was followed by remarks by
Boise, Idaho, community ombudsman
Pierce Murphy about accountability in law
enforcement and a question-and-answer
session with Murphy and the cast.
"We hope the audience came away
understanding police power from some
new and different perspectives," says
Whitworth Theatre Instructor Brooke
Kiener, '99 (pictured). "The purpose of
our show is not to provide an answer,
a pronouncement, or a judgment. We
aren't trying to assign blame or to make
anyone party look like the bad guy.
Rather, we are posing questions and
exploring all the parts of this issue that
relate to those questions."
Kiener says that Crossing the Line is
an excellent example of what can be
accomplished through community-based
theatre: "theatre of the people, by the
people, and for the people."
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Whitworth Selected for StudentRun Philanthropy Program
Grants support Spokane's
West Central neighborhood
Whitworth was one of five institutions nationwide selected by
Fidelity® Charitable Gift Fund'" and Campus Compact to oversee
$15,000 allocations of donor-advised funds. Whitworth used
a portion of its allocation to award its first grants this spring as
part of a student-run philanthropy project supporting nonprofit
organizations that serve Spokane's West Central neighborhood,
one of the poorest areas in Washington state.
The donor-advised fund is part of "Students4Giving," a pilot
project that seeks to advance philanthropic education efforts at
colleges and universities across the country, and to encourage
community-based learning and partnership with local nonprofit
organizations.
Maureen F. Curley, president of Campus Compact, a national
coalition of college and university presidents committed to the
civic purposes of higher education, says Whitworth's proposal
stood out in a strong pool of applications.
"It was exceptional for its integration of philanthropy, student
leadership, and community engagement, she says.
The philanthropy project builds on Whitworth's Bonner
Leaders Program, a service-based leadership-development program
that facilitates civic engagement. The 19 Bonner leaders were
joined by additional students in a Jan Term course on community
engagement that continued into the spring.
In April, the students recommended funding a $6,650 grant
for an urban agriculture/community clean-up program for youth,
administered through Riverfront Farms, and a $7,500 grant
to the West Central Community Center for a summer vourhactivity program.
H
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Award-winning poetTony Hoagland was Whitworth's
Simpson-Duvall Lecturer this spring. Hoagland, whose
poems address such themes as national identity,
selfhood, and the realities of humanity, has published
numerous poetic works and has received awards
including the James Laughlin Award of the Academy
of American Poets and the 2005 Mark Twain Award,
given in recognition of a writer's contribution to humor
in American poetry. Hoagland teaches in the poetry
program at the University of Houston. His collection
What Narcissism Means to Me (2003) was a finalist
for the National Book Critics' Circle Award.

This spring, participating students mounted fund-raising
activities as part of Whitworth's annual Sprmgfest event and
are working, alongside the institutional advancement office,
with individual donors in the community. In addition, Fidelity®
has provided an additional $1,500 to the five pilot schools.
"Participation in the Students4Giving program gives
Whitworth students a rare opportunity to learn about
philanthropic giving before entering the job market," says
Rhosetta Rhodes, '99, Whitworth's director of service learning
and community engagement (pictured, far left). "Through
Whitworth's service-learning program our students are already
learning about and serving community needs, but we also want
to encourage a culture of philanthropic giving. I want to see
the ripple effect of philanthropy expand so far that everywhere
these students go after they graduate, we'll see the results of
their experience at Whitworth."
If you would like more information on Whitworth's

Students4Giving

program, please contact Rhosetta Rhodes at rrhodes99@whitworth.
edu or 509.777.4238

ANew Chapter
Oakland and Reid begin phased retirement
Longtime
faculty members
Leonard

Oakland and
Tammy Reid,
'60, are the first
to take part in
Whitworthls
new phasedretirement
plan. Due to
an anticipated
increase
in faculty
retirements over
the next few
years, uruversttv
administrators

developed the
program for

interested tenured faculty who have
taught at Whitworth full time for a
minimum of 15 years.
"Thirty-six percent of our 2006-07
faculty were born before 1950," says

Michael Le Roy, '89, vice president for
academic affairs. "Faculty in this group
will begin to retire around 2012."
Oakland has taught literature at
Whitworth since 1966 and is the
university's longest-serving faculty
member. He has taught on the Core 250
team since its inception in 1969 and
will continue to do so. Reid, who came
to Whitworth in 1971, taught in the
School of Education and the English
department for 17 years before moving
into administration, where she served for
an additional 17 years, nine of them as
vice-president for academic affairs and

Whitworth Welcomes Titan of American Religion and Culture
Martin E. Marty, one of the most prominent
interpreters of religion and culture in the
U.S., spoke this spring to a large audience
in Whitworth's Cowles Auditorium. Marty is
the author of more than 50 books, including
the National Book Award-Winning Righteous
Empire: The Protestant Experience in
America, and is also a columnist, pastor,
teacher and former associate editor of The
Christian Century. He has written more than
5,000 articles for a variety of magazines
and journals and holds more than 75
honorary doctorates. Marty was a professor
of religious history at the University of
Chicago, where he now has emeritus status,
for 35 years. At Whitworth, he spoke on the
topic "A Global Local Faith, a Local Global
Faith: Christian Possibilities Today:'
To hear Marty's Whitworth lecture, go to
www.whitworth.edujpodcast.

dean of the faculty. She moved back to the
classroom, with the English department,
in 2005.
"This is a wonderful new arrangement,"
says Oakland. "I am very grateful to the
administration for inaugurating it in time
for me to make use of it."
Oakland's and Reid's choice to move
to half-time appointments allowed the
university to hire two new full-time
English faculty who will join Whitworth
this fall. "It's a win-win situation; the
program benefits the faculty member as
well as the institution," Reid says.

Adapted from an Apnl 15, 2008
Whitworthian article by Erica Schrader, '08.

IN

MEMORIAM

--

Whitworth mourns
the loss of Dan
Burtness, '11, who
died a day after bemg
injured in an auto
accident at the end
of April. Dan was
traveling in Montana with four friends
from Whitworth.
Bom Aug. 3, 1989, Dan came to
the university last fall as a freshman.
He was a Mac man, described by his
resident director, Sean Mulcahy, as "a
deeply involved and loved member of
our community" whose "unique sense of
humor was a source of joy and laughter
for so many people." Dan, who was
involved in Young Life in his home
state of Colorado, was remembered by
his Whitworth resident assistant, Justin
Jose, '09, as a young man who "lived
life to the fullest because it was a lovely
day that God had made. God shined
through Dan, my man."
Dan is survived by his parents, John
and Carol Burtness, his sister, Hannah,
15, his brother, Ben, 13, and his
extended family and friends.
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Back to Sarawak
by Richard Schatz
Professor of Economics

On the road: Professor Richard Schatz (left) in the Sarawak highlands in 2007 with former
students (and married couple) Wong Hie Eng and Bob Baru Langub

In fall 2005 , Rich Schatz received a Fulbrightfellowship to allow him to spend a semester teaching
and researching in East TImor, the newly independent country nestled within the Indonesian
archipelago. Political unrest got in the way of those plans but allowed Schatz to revisit Sarawak, in
the Malaysian portion of the island of Borneo, where he'd been one ofjust three faculty members
to open a new school in 1966. Schatz tells the story of his journey below.
By summer of 2006, political unrest in
East Timor forced Fulbright to suspend
its activities there, and Fulbright invited
me to consider another location in Asia
for my spring 2007 fellowship. This was
an easy choice: I asked to be sent to the
Borneo state of Sarawak. in the eastern
part of Malaysia, where I had served for
three years as a Peace Corps teacher in
the '60s.
In early January, I landed in Kuching,
Sarawak, the state capital and a city
about the size of Spokane. Kuching, like
the rest of Malaysia, has prospered over
the past four decades, and had become a
much larger and more cosmopolitan city
than the quaint river town I remembered.
I joined the faculty of the University
of Malaysia in Sarawak just in time to
begin teaching a course in international
economics to a group of 90 students.
UNIMAS has a huge new campus cut out
of the tropical jungle some 20 miles north
of Kuching. The campus is set among
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Familiar faces: Schatz at the Lawas School
reunion with 50 former students.
streams, ponds and lush forest.
Within a few days of my arrival, I had
tracked down a young faculty member
who was from Lawas, the small district
town 500 miles north of Kuching to
which the Peace Corps had sent me in
1966; there, I had been one of just three
faculty members as we opened the first
secondary school in Sarawak's farthestnorth district. The professor I'd tracked
down immediately got on her "hand
phone," and within minutes she'd made
contact with two of the students who had

been in the first class I taught in Lawas
in 1966. One of the students is now the
headmaster of the Lawas Government
Secondary SchooL
Some weeks later, I flew north to
Lawas, and on the night of Feb. !O,
2007, the first-ever reunion of the Lawas
School students of 1966-68 took place
at a local restaurant. Fifty of my fanner
students joined the reunion, including
18 of the 37 students who were in the
school's first class.
The Lawas School served students from
villages as far as 120 miles away, with
access only by foot on rough mountain
trails. Most of the students were boarders
in the school dormitories, and at the end
of each term, they walked home. During
one of those term breaks, I walked home
with my students the 120 miles to Ba
Kelalan, a mountain plateau village of
Christian Lun Bawang people. After the
February reunion, one of those original
Ba Kelalan students, Bob Baru Langub
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(now a respected dentist), took me back
up to the village, this time by four-wheeldrive truck over rough logging roads, and
I met residents, including parents, who
remembered me from my original visit
40 years earlier. In Ba Kelalan itself,
Dr. Bob, his wife, Wong Hie Eng (another
of the original Lawas students), and I
stayed with the mother ofjudson Sakai
Taga!. Judson was my best student in
a teaching career that has spanned 40
years and five countries. He had often
hung out after school at my apartment,
borrowing old Time magazines and other
reading materials. He eventually earned
a scholarship to medical school in Kuala
Lumpur,returned to practice medicine in
Sarawak and became a senior leader of his
church. By the late 1990s, he had become
a member of the state parliament, then
a deputy minister for environment and
a fearless campaigner for the protection
of Sarawak's endangered tropical forests.
Then, in 2004, on a forest-survey trip, his

helicopter went down and he, along with
the others on board, died.
In March 2007, I had dinner with
Judson'swife and two of his four children.
The oldest is now practicing medicine in
Kuching; the next two, both daughters,
are studying in the U.s. - one at Harvard
and the other at Yale.
In a remarkable sense, the lives of
these two former Lawas students and
first cousins, Bob and Judson, symbolize
the social and economic development
of Sarawak and Malaysia over the past
40 years. And it was the transformation
of the Sarawak economy that was the
subject of my research in Sarawak. In my
final weeks in the country, I presented
a paper, "Structural Transformation and
Rural Development in the Malaysian
State of Sarawak, 1963-2006," at a
public lecture at the Sarawak State
Museum. The museum journal will
soon publish the paper. The person who
introduced me at that lecture was the

museum director and my former Lawas
student, Sanib Said; in the audience
were a number of former students who
are themselves now prominent privateor public-sector officials.
In February 2008, Schatz was awarded a
grant by the Counol of Christian Colleges &
Universities to return to Sarawak this spring
to do an oral~history research project based
on interviews with about 25 of the
37 students who were enrolled at the Lawas
School in 1966.

Just starting out (top): Schatz (seated at right)
in a 1966 photo with two Malaysian teachers
and their original class of 37 students at Lawas
Government Secondary School.
Baller up!: Lawas' first girls' school softball
team with Coach Schatz (far left), in 1966.
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An "x" before a class year indicates that
the person attended, but did not graduate
from, Whitworth.

3Os

DEATHS
Kathryn (Bockman)
Thomas, '30, died in March.
After graduating from Whitworth, Thomas
received her master's degree from Western
Washington University and then taught for
many years before her retirement. She is
survived by her daughter, two sons and other
family. Ruth (Jones) Jenner, '34, died Nov. 6
and was preceded in death by her husband
of 65 years, Melvin Jenner. She is survived
by two daughters and other family. Lester
Hussey, '34, died Dec. 21. He worked in private
practice as an optometrist until his retirement
in 1975. Hussey also served four years in the
U.S. Navy during World War II. He is survived by
his wife, two sons and other family. Elizabeth
Krause, x'38, died Nov. 2. She dedicated her
life to music as an accompanist and organist
for many years. She is survived by her son and
daughter and other family.

N

otice
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1942 Charles and Dolores
Hoyt celebrated their 65th
wedding anniversary with a trip to the Panama
Canal. 1946 Thomas Summerson received
the Francis L. LaQue Memorial Award from
the ASTM International Committee GOlan
Corrosion of Metals. He was recognized for his
contributions in the development of corrosioncontrol standards for aluminum and its alloys,
for his accomplishments in the application
of aluminum alloys, and for his high level of
integrity, fairness, leadership and technical
expertise.

DEATHS
Hugh Kirkpatrick, x'40, died Sept. 20. He
graduated in 1941 from WSU (then Washington
State College) and in 1942 received his M.S.
from the University of Idaho. After serving in the
U.S. Navy, he completed his Ph.D. at Cornell
University and enjoyed a career with the U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture, from which he retired in
1976. He is survived by his wife of 66 years,
three children and other family. Gladys
(Hawley) Rosenquist, '42, died Jan. 24.
Following her graduation from Whitworth with a
degree in home
economics, she
served as an active
member of the
Christian Women's
Club and Knox
Presbyterian Church.
She is survived by a
The classes of 1998 and 1988 will celebrate their
daughter, three sons
(including Mark,
10th and 20th reunions, along with all art department
x'70), and other
alumni, during Homecoming this Oct. 3-5. All
family. She was
alumni are invited to campus for a fall weekend of
preceded in death by
football, the grand opening of the new Lied Center for
her husband, Werner
Visual Arts, and other great events. More details are
"Rosie" Rosenquist,
available at www.whitworth.edu/homecoming.
'40, a longtime
Whitworth trustee.
Julia (Olson) Brewer,
'43, died Sept. 6.
Married to a
Presbyteria n pastor,
she
lived in several
The classes of 1959 and 1949 will celebrate their
cities
throughout
50th and 60th reunions during Commencement
California. She is
Weekend next May 16-17. All alumni from 1959 or
survived by two sons
earlier are invited to the festivities. More details will
and other family.
be mailed this fall.
Harold "Hal"
Minnich, x'4S, died

Two Big Reunions Ahead!

19981988

19591949
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something

missing on

these pages? We aren't gelling

enough class notes from alumni
who graduated

during, and just

following, the Warren era. Having
fun in retirement?

Serving in a

volunteer capacity with a church or
nonprofit organization?

Traveling the

world? Enjoying extended family or
reunions with classmates?

We want

to hear from you! E-mail is easy
(alumni@Whitworth.edu);
appreciated,

lellers are

too: Whitworth

University

Alumni Office, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd.,
Spokane, WA, 99251.

March 30. He attended Whitworth for two years,
served in the Marine Corps during World War II,
and then went on to earn a bachelors degree
in forestry from the University of Washington.
Minnich spent many years as a logging
engineer; he retired in 1992 as an area
engineer for the Washington State Department
of Natural Resources. He is survived by his
wife, Betty, x'4S, three daughters, a son, and
other family. Delbert Wood, '45, died Jan. 1. In
addition to his Whitworth degree, Wood earned
a doctorate in divinity from Southwest Baptist
Seminary. He served as a minister at churches
in the greater Vancouver area and also worked
as a carpenter. He is survived by his wife, three
daughters and other family. Louise (Klebe)
Aeming, '46, died Oct. 28. She served as a
Christian-education director at Mt. Baker
Presbyterian Church, Seattle, and at
Washington's Bellevue Presbyterian Church.
Then, in 1957, she became a teacher at
Sunset Elementary School, in Issaquah, Wash.,
from which she retired in 1981. She is survived
by a son, David Reming, x'74, and by other
family. Rose (Cline) Datey, x'46, died Feb. 22.
She administered gas-ration coupons during
World War II and later worked as a receptionist
and as a desk clerk. She is survived by her son
and other family. Edwin Kahm, '47, died Aug.
16. He was a lifetime resident of Pocatello,
Idaho, where he and his brother owned a
furniture store. He is survived by his wife, three
sons, three daughters and other family. James
"Jim" Lowther, x'48, died Jan. 22. He served
in the U.S. Navy in World War II before attending
Whitworth and then had his unit called up to
serve in the Korean War. Lowther had a varied
career, working for oil companies, selling

n

Alumna Bridges Cultural
Gap with New Book
by Laura Richardson, '08
When Ranko Iwamoto, '60,
(at right in photo) left her
japanese homeland in 1956 to
study journalism at Whitworth,
she had a mission: to learn
about Americans. "I thought
the best way to do that was to
live among them and get to
know their experiences of daily
life," Iwamoto says.
Once at Whitworth, she
encountered an unfamiliar
culture in which she had to
learn new concepts in her second language, English. She
became fascinated with intercultural communication. "I
felt I was destined to come to the United States to facilitate
communication [between japan and the U.S.]," she says.
Iwamoto's Whitworth memories revolve around the
people she met and the defining moments in which she
learned about herself. In her English-literature class with
Professor Clarence Simpson, she would write down her
questions and visit his office after class to ask them. "He was
always very courteous," she says. "Dr. Simpson remained a
symbol of the democratic character of the United States,
and that impressed me most at Whitworth College: The
professors are very much a part of LIS students."
After graduating cum laude with a degree in journalism,
Iwamoto earned her master's in journalism from Boston
University. She then spent 14 years with Ruder & Finn,
Inc., a major public-relations agency in New York, where

emergency fire equipment, and driving a school
bus before his retirement in 1996. He is
survived by his wife, a son, two daughters and
other family. John Peterson, '48, died Sept. 14.
He taught music appreciation, music theory
and band at Santa Rosa Junior College, in
California, for 30 years. A composer and
professional musician, he also directed a
symphonic band. He is survived by his wife,
three daughters, one son and other family.
Robert Myklebust, x'49, died Oct. 28.
Following his marriage to Pat (Wilson)
Myklebust, x'48, he owned businesses in the
Spokane area and in the Idaho cities of
Moscow, Coeur d' Alene and Sandpoint. He is
survived by his wife, three sons, two daughters
and other family. Marian (Williams) Kilmer,
'49, died Sept. 15. Born in Hebron, N.D., she
was a registered nurse for Providence Hospital,
in Portland, Ore., for 27 years. She married

she focused on helping resolve economic, communicative
and cultural frictions between the U.S. and Japan. "It was
a very challenging environment. It became my experiment
lab for discovering the challenges of American-japanese
communication," she says. In 1978 she left Ruder & Film,
Inc., and founded Ranko International, her own publicrelations company.
Eventually, Iwamoto decided to write a book focused on
her time in post- WWll japan and the U.S. In Purity and
Power: The Spirit of a Female Samurai, available from
Biblio.com and other online vendors, she points out that,
as a result of its adventurous history, American culture
is always looking forward. "American people are actionoriented," she writes. "They are basically interested in
overcoming hardships." Japanese people have grown used
to living in an environment of limited space, Iwamoto
says. Because multiple generations often live in the same
household, people are very careful of what they say. "I try to
exercise the best of the two approaches: active and passive,
involved and detached," she says.
Although writing in one's second language is challenging,
Iwamoto says that it has been her most rewarding profession.
People tell her that they have been moved and inspired by
her book, "A couple told me they cried at certain chapters, at
certain points in my writing," she says.
Iwamoto doesn't have much time to promote the book
because she is constantly busy with Ranko InternationaL
She recently traveled to japan to publicize japanese designer
Chie Imai's fashion show. The show featured recycled
polyester from Japanese plastics/pharmaceutical maker Teijin
Limited, one of Iwamoto's clients, "Every day brings a new
chaHenge," she says. "I have been blessed with the best
teacher in life - experiences,"

Alfred Schedler in 1985. Survivors include her
husband, her daughters and other family. Elden
Unruh, '49, died March 2. He served as a
pastor for many years. Unruh is survived by his
Wife, Dolores (Prather, x'49), and other family,
including sons Gordon, x'73, and George, x'77.
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1953 Larry Clark and his
wife, Nancy, recently moved
to Spokane's Royal Plaza Retirement Center.
1957 Robin (Alford) Adams retired in
2003 as a missionary with World Outreach
International, in Japan. Since her retirement,
she has returned to Japan four times to
continue sharing the gospel with her contacts
there. She currently lives in Frazee, Minn. Bill
Grant taught at the 2007 summer English
program sponsored by Biblicka Skala, in
Martin, Slovakia.

1958 Earl Buri, Richard "Dick" Blackstone,
x'60, Bill Moss, '59, Kent Werges, x'60,
and Carolyn Decker, '59, have reunited the
1958 Whitworth Varsity Quartet. Buri, first
tenor, retired after a career as a teacher and
principal. Second tenor Blackstone works with
companies and their group insurance programs
in Southern California. Moss, the group's
baritone, retired after a career as a music
teacher and director. Werges, the bass man,
works as a financial consultant in Southern
California. Pianist Decker is involved in the
music program at First Presbyterian Church, in
Sarasota, Fla.
DEATHS
Elizabeth Eldridge, x'50, died Oct. 22. A
resident of Seattle for many years, she was a
switchboard operator for Bell Telephone,
Western Gear, the Port of Seattle and King
County Juvenile Court. She is survived by a
T
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Much has changed since Clifford
Bromling, 100, graduated from Whitworth
in 1931. Back then, a postage stamp
cost two cents, a gallon of gas would
set you back 10 cents, and the average
apartment rented for $18 a month,
At 100, Bromling, who recently celebrated
his birthday, is one of Whitworth's oldest
living alumni. He still holds on to his
Whitworth yearbooks and says he has
fond memories of his college years, Whitworth at that time was like one big famiiy,
Bromling says, He played on the school's football team, basketball team and baseball
team, He also participated in school leadership as class vice president in 1930 and
president in 1931. In 1931, there were just 14 Whitworth graduates - and 87 students on
the entire campus,
Bromling met his wife while attending Whitworth, Both graduated with degrees in
education before they married in 1934, Bromling went on to teach industrial arts and
to coach severai sports, He later became principal at a school in Wood Bluff, Wash,
Whitworth extends its heartiest congratulations as Clifford Bromling reaches his firstcentury milestone,
brother and other family, Lawrence Baskett,
'51, died Dec, 2, He served in the U,S,Air Force
before attending Whitworth, After his
graduation, he was a teacher and counselor for
more than 30 years, He is survived by his Wife,
Mary (Wetzel, x'50), six children and other
family, Dori (Stueckle) Elias, '51, died Feb,
16, She met and married her husband, E.L.
"Dutch" Elias, '51, while attending Whitworth,
Following graduation, she taught junior high
and high school for many years, She is survived
by two sons and other family, Helen (Hone)
Ingalls, '51, died Feb, 8, She served as the
CEO of M & H Publishing and helped build 57
churches as part of the Texas Baptist Church
Builders, She is survived by her husband,
Richard, '50, three children and other family.
Margaret (Wallen) Mousseau, '51, died Feb,
23. After graduating from Whitworth with a
degree in biology, she trained as a nurse at
Spokane's Deaconess Hospital. She then spent
her career as a registered nurse at several
hospitals, Mousseau is survived by two sons,
one daughter and other family, Lyman Kinard,
'51, died March 24. After serving in the U.S.
Army during World War II, he completed his
education at Whitworth, He went on to work for
Dunn & Bradstreet until he purchased the
Stevens County Credit Bureau, in Colville,
Wash" in 1960, He remained there until his
retirement, in 1988. Kinard is survived by his
wife, Cora (Hughart, '44), one daughter, one
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son and other family, Margaret (Watson)
Abfalter, '52, died Nov.29 after a long career
as a nurse, mother and wife, She is survived by
her daughter and other family. AI Miller, '52,
died Feb, 11. He served in the Army during
World War II and then taught high-school
physical education for more than 30 years,
earning his master's degree from Lewis and
Clark College in 1978. Miller also had a
second career in his family's orchards, He is
survived by his wife, one daughter, three sons
(including Glenn, x'78) and other family.
Darrell Smith, '54, died Dec. 17. He worked in
elementary education and as a junior-high
principal in Spokane for many years, He is
survived by his wife, three sons, two daughters
and other family. Marlin Muse, '55, died Sept.
15. He spent the first 27 years of his life in
Washington before moving to Southern
California in 1960, Muse worked in the
Torrance School District, and, after more than
20 years of teaching, moved and opened the
Old Town Optical Shop, in Monrovia. He is
survived by his wife, three daughters, a
stepdaughter and stepson and other family,
Virginia (Van Winkle) Brady, '56, died Feb. 25,
After graduating from Whitworth, she taught
social studies and economics for 18 years,
Brady also served as a Sunday-school teacher,
organist, choir director and deacon at North Hill
Christian Church, in Spokane. She is survived
by her son, Dan, '62, one daughter and other

family. Daniel Davis, '56, died June 30, 2007,
He earned degrees in music and education
from Washburn University, in Topeka, Kan., and
was a longtime Spokane teacher, He
completed his M.Ed. at Whitworth, William
"Bud" Gildehaus, '58, died Oct. 22. He
attended San Francisco Theological Seminary
and then began a lifelong pastoral ministry in
the Presbyterian Church, serving churches in
Montana, Colorado, Idaho, Oregon and Kansas
before his formal retirement, in 2002, He
continued to serve churches after he and his
wife returned to Spokane. Survivors include his
wife, Jeannette (Webster, '57), six children
(including Michelle, '86, Jerred, '94, and
Meggan Cooper, x'99), and other family.
Lester Johnston, '58, died Nov. 5, After
graduating from Whitworth, he worked for
Safeway Stores before becoming an auditor for
Boeing, in Seattle. He is survived by his wife,
a son and daughter and other family. James
Yokum, '59, died May 22, 2007. He served as
district advertising manager for Albertson's
Food Stores for 22 years and ended his
career as division advertising director for
Fleming Food after living in Idaho, Washington
and California. He is survived by his wife and
two sons,
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1966 Wendy (Kirkeeng)
Taylor directs Puente de la
Costa Sur, an outreach pastoral ministry for
Mexican-national farm workers. She received
her master of divinity degree in 1986 from the
Pacific School of Religion and founded her
ministry 10 years ago in the San Francisco Bay
Area, where she lives with her partner, Ellen.
1967 Karen Byrne lives and works in
Spokane after making Pennsylvania her home
for 17 years.
1969 Douglas Anderson recently retired as
a counselor and administrator for the state of
Idaho. He and his wife, Nancy, currently live in
Clarkston, Wash" where Douglas serves as a
deacon in the Presbyterian Church of Clarkston,
DEATHS
Harold Christensen, '61, died Jan. 13, He
worked in radio broadcasting in Seattle
and in Minot, N.D., while serving in the U,S,
Army. On top of his radio career, Christensen
served as a state senator and chairman of
senate committees. He is survived by his wife,
a daughter and son and other family. Kay

----------------------------Johnson, '61, died Oct. 13. She received her
teaching certificate from Whitworth, earned
a master's degree from the University of
Washington and also attended Westmont
College, in Santa Barbara, Calif. Johnson is
survived by her mother, two sisters and other
family. Nancy (Miller) Krumm, '61, died
Feb. 8. Krumm was a nurse for several years
before she began working at Ball and Dodd
Funeral Home, Spokane, where she assisted
her husband, Myron, '69. After eight years, she
returned to her nursing career in the surgical
department of Sacred Heart Medical Center;
she retired in 1999. Krumm is survived by her
husband, a daughter and son, and other family.
Linda Borneman, x'62, died Jan. 10. She
spent a number of years atJohn J. McMullen
Associates and baked pies for a diner near her
home in Ventura, Calif. She is survived by her
husband, one son, two daughters and other
family. William Waddell, '62, died Dec. 14.
After graduating from Whitworth, he entered
the U.S.Army and served three years as a
chaplain in West Germany. He later received
his master's degree in social work from Arizona
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State University and his master's degree in
divinity from University of Dubuque Theological
Seminary. Waddell worked 11 years as a
psychiatric social worker and later served as
an ordained Presbyterian pastor. He is survived
by his wife and other family. Gay (Townsend)
Farnam, '65, died Sept. 17. Following her
graduation from Whitworth, she was the dean
of students of Gonzaga University, in Spokane,
until 1969. She later moved to Seattle and was
a measurement analyst for Cascade Natural
Gas Corp. for more than 19 years, until her
2006 retirement. She is survived by a sister
and other family. John Orr, '65, died Sept. 4.
He enjoyed a long career in medical sales,
working for Zimmer Orthopedics, in Bellevue,
Wash., for 30 years. His retirement years were
spent on Lopez Island, Wash. He is survived
by his Wife, one son, two daughters and other
family. Mary Jane (Peters) Sheridan, '65,
died April 1. She lived in Portland, Ore., for
29 years and was self-employed as an image
consultant. She later lived on Long Island, NY,
before moving to Richland, Wash., in 2005.
She is survived by her husband, a daughter

School board member
Diana Seeley (right)
congratulates Kimmie
Read on being named
Puyallup School
District Teacher of the
Year.

Whitworth Alumna Named 2008 Puyallup
School District Teacher of the Year
Kimmie Read, '02, who teaches third and fourth grade at Zeiger Elementary School, in
Puyallup, Wash., was recently named the 2008 Puyallup School DistrictTeacher of the
Year. Read majored in elementary education at Whitworth. She learned of her award
in April and was formally recognized in May at the Puyallup School Board meeting.
Read's name was submitted for consideration by her colleagues and community
members, and she is now being considered for regional Teacher of the Year honors by
the Puget Sound Educational Service District.

and son, her mother and other family. Ebbert
Webber, '65, died March 25, 2006. He was the
owner and publisher of Webb Research Group
Publishers. He is survived by his wife, Marjorie.
Peter Burns, '66, died Sept. 2. He was a
general manager for Hillsboro Elks Lodge and
the Aloha American Legion, in Oregon. He is
survived by his wife, a stepdaughter and other
family. Mariner Manchester, '66, died
Dec. 1,2006. Doris (Sage) Oxford, '66, died
Dec. 20. She graduated from Deaconess
School of Nursing in 1944 and taught in
Spokane-area elementary schools until
her retirement, in 1982. Lynne (Levelle)
Bupp, '68, died Nov. 27. Her daughter,
Heather (Bupp) Larsen, graduated from
Whitworth in 2004. Henry "Hank" Coplen,
'69, died Jan. 12. He was a teacher, coach
and school administrator in Washington for
37 years. He was inducted into the WIAA
Basketball Coaches Hall of Fame and the
Inland Northwest Hall of Fame, among other
honors. He is survived by his wife of 13 years,
Charlene, and by a daughter and son and other
family. He was preceded in death by Jacquelyn,
his wife of 42 years, in 1993.
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1971 Marilynn (Kummer)
Russ retired as a school
psychologist in 2004 and is now a licensed
mental-health counselor in Iowa, working part
time with her private Christian counseling
practice and as a therapist for a communityservice agency.
1973 zanna Nelson lives in Phoenix, where
she is an enrollment counselor in the College
of Education at Grand Canyon University.
Nelson has two adult children, Sara and Josh.
1975 Yaney Maciver, x'75, who transferred to
U.C.Berkeley in 1975, lives at the Pi in the Sky
Ranch, in Corvallis, Ore. C. William "Bill" Oyer,
x'75, is president of Lighthouse International
and resides in Spokane with his Wife, Darlana.
1978 JohnWarner and his wife, Lisa, reside
in Vashon Island, Wash.; John is a project
manager in IT support for Seattle's Energy
Market Innovations, Inc. 1979 Bill and Connie
(Hill) Bunch lost their only child, Amanda,
18, on Dec. 30, 2006, after a yearlong battle
with leukemia. Amanda had also courageously
endured treatments for brain cancer and other
medical challenges from the age of 11. She
received the Girl Scout Gold Award (equivalent
to the Eagle Scout) posthumously and would
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have graduated from Mead High School,
in Spokane, in June 2007. Robert "Bob"
David Graham has been teaching "rnusik"
in the German secondary-school system
since 2001. He now teaches entirely in the
German language and writes songs, books
and film scripts on the side. His book Military
Secret was published in 1993 by Monument
Press. Peggy Warner was recently inducted
into the Whitworth University Heritage Gallery
Hall of Fame for her work as coach of the
1978 women's volleyball team. In August,
Warner was honored as a lifetime member
of the Nuclear Information and Records
Management Association. She currently
works at Sandia National Laboratories, in
Albuquerque. Connie (Greer) Wolf is a
supervisor at Costco. She and her husband,
Kevin, have a studio in their Spokane Valley
home where they play music together.
DEATHS
Donna (Hall) Henderson, '70, died Nov. 16.
William "Bill" Slocum, '71, died Dec. 11.
He worked as a real-estate broker in Silicon
Valley (Calif.) and later as a specialist in the
computer industry. Aorence (Powell) Carr,
x'72, died Jan. 16. She taught school in North
Dakota and Washington and helped run a farm
on Orchard Prairie. She is survived by one son,
two daughters and other family. Catherine
(Barr) Fisher, '74, died Oct. 27. Cynthia
Bryggman, x'75, died Sept. 4. She traveled
extensively throughout the world before settling
for a period in Tyler,Texas.She is survived by
her mother and other family. Wesley Shales,
'76, died June 22,2007. He worked as a
computer-systems analyst and troubleshooter
for the U.S.Army, traveling throughout the
world. He is survived by a son, three stepsons
and other family. Robert Rutherford, '76, died
Jan. 25. After 20 years as general manager
of the Spokane branch of Carnation Co., he
retired and attended Whitworth. He received
a masters degree in sociology from Gonzaga
University, where he later taught. He is survived
by his wife, Barbara, x'81, a son and daughter,
and other family. Dawn (Phelps) McConnell,
x'77, died Sept. 25. An artist and teacher, she
most recently worked for McMenamins pubs
and breweries, in the Portland, Ore., area,
painting and hanging art and murals. She
is survived by her parents and other family.
Serge Procopenko, x'77, died Oct. 10. Nancy
(Leonardo) Santos, '78, died Feb. 23. She
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Sando Reaches Bigtime
of Sports Reporting
by Laura Richardson, '08
Mike Sando, '92, counts himself among the lucky
few alumni who knew exactly what they wanted to do
when they graduated. For him, the end goal was sports
journalism. Sando majored in political studies and served
as sports editor for The \Vhitworthian for two years.
Sando also gained ground in the world of sports
journalism through his position with Spokane's
Spokesman~Review, answering phone calls in the sports
department from 8 p.m. to midnight on Fridays. That
job developed out of a tip from Greg Orwig, '91,
Whitworth's current director of communications and The
Whitworthian's news editor at the time. "Greg suggested
I get in touch with ]eff]ordan, then the sports editor at The Spokesman-Review,"
Sando says. "I was a little apprehensive about cold-calling him, but the tip worked
out well."
Sando's entry-level newspaper job evolved into an internship at The Spokesman,
Review and eventually into a full-time position as a copy editor. After seven
years in Spokane, Sando took a job covering the Seattle Seahawks for The News
Tribune, in Tacoma. Sando now writes about the National Football League for
ESPN.com, with a focus on the NFC West division. He blogs. writes columns
and features, and recently helped put together a package commemorating the 10
greatest receivers in NFL history. "The most rewarding part of my work is doing
what I've always loved to do," Sando says. "It really isn't work for me."
Balancing his work and family is challenging, but fulfilling, Sando says. "I'd like
to spend 18 hours a day on my job and 18 hours a day with my family." He loves
spending time with his boys - Derek, 6, and Cade, 3 - and he credits his wife,
Kim, with being the key to making their family work. "She is the absolute best,"
he says. "She is like the CEO of our family, the person who brings it all together."
Sando's years at Whitworth helped guide him to his current career in sports
journalism through his interaction with professors and other students. "I valued
the smaller class sizes, particularly in my major, political studies," Sando says. "The
give-and-take with professors and other students kept those classes interesting."

dedicated herself to the care of her patients
in the oncology and labor and delivery units
at University Medical Center, in Tucson,Ariz.,
where she was a nurse for nearly 30 years.
She is survived by her husband, two sons, her
mother and other family.
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1980 Rebecca (Clark)
Mogensen and her husband,
Jim, live in Berlin, Germany, where they
distribute Christian literature.
1981 Kristin Foster married Tim Hersh on

July 7. The couple lives in Monument, Colo.,
where Kristin works as a fourth-grade teacher
and Tim is an electrical engineer. Julia
(Spear) Hill and her husband, Wesley, reside
in Wilbur, Wash., where they have started their
own business, Julia's.
1982 Dominic Quinzon and his wife, Lori, live
in Visalia, Calif. Dominic teaches fourth grade
in Tulare, and Lori works as the equipping
pastor at Visalia's Neighborhood Church, where
Dominic also serves on the worship team as an
electric and acoustic guitarist.
1983 Linda (Gillingham) Sciaroni served as

------------------------------

a teacher-at-sea with the University of Hawaii
on board the R.V. Kilo Moana last September.
She is now the math/science lab coordinator
for Kauai Community College, in Lihu'e. Her
husband, Dan, continues his work as a familypractice physician at Kuhio Medical Group.
1984 Thomas Bowerman, who lives in Alaska,
is an elementary-school music teacher. He also
plays horn for the Anchorage Community Band
and the Anchorage Horn Club.
1985 Byron Wade received his doctor of
ministry degree in parish revitalization from
McCormickTheological Seminary, in Chicago,
in May 2D07. Joan (Longanecker) Baechler
is a cardiovascular radiologic technologist at
Spokane's Sacred Heart Medical Center.
1988 Susan Stevenson moved to Colorado in
2005 following the retirement of her husband,
Steve, from the Navy after 21 years of service.
Susan now home-schools the couple's
four children. In 2004, Priscilla Faith Topp
married Barry Timmons Duke in Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho. The couple lives in Somers,
Mont., where Priscilla has worked at the local
Petco for more than a year.
1989 Jason Durall is the senior content
designer for Spacetime Studios, in Austin,
Texas.Darrin Schmidt is a product manager at
Signature Genomic Laboratories, in Spokane.
BIRTHS
1989 a girl, Eden Amelia, to Jason and Julia
Durall, Jan. 5, 2007
1989 a girl, Ashley Evelyn, to Darrin and Ariane
Schmidt, April 21
1989 a boy,Jonathan David, to Michelle
(Parse) and David Schroeder, March 11,
2007
DEATHS
Ronald Donovan, '80 M.Ed., died March 1
after a long career in education. Ronald
graduated from the University of California at
Santa Barbara in 1967 and then served in the
Army before earning a master's degree in
counseling from Gonzaga University and his
M.Ed. from Whitworth. He was involved with
education in Spokane for 25 years and
coached basketball at several schools through
the years. He is survived by his wife. a
daughter, two sons and other family. Michael
Mcinnis, '82, died Dct. 29. A lifetime resident
of Spokane, he was employed at Washington
Trust Bank throughout most of his career. He is
survived by his wife, two sons and other family.
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Whitworth Mini-Reunion
Three alums had an Easter
get-together in California this
March. Pictured from left are
Rebecca (Uejio) Schmidt,
'98, who lives in Salida, Calif.;
Stephanie (Peterson) Miyamoto,
'98, of WaUkegan, III.; and Falina
(Sanguinetti) Van Lewen, '96,
of Modesto, Calif. All three are
elementary-school teachers.
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1990 Kelly (Donahue)
Adams and her husband,
Robert, moved to West Seattle in March. The
Adamses operate their own business, Standing
Ovation Films, which specializes in videography
for weddings, retirements and other events.
Josh Wilcox and his wife, Holly (Berg, '94),
make their home in Spokane, where they are
both teachers in the Mead School District.
Lynnea Johnson married John Mackey on
Sept. 22 on a private ranch in Pescadero, Calif.
Kimberly Elliot, '89, officiated at the ceremony.
Also in attendance were Trish Morita
Mullaney, '89, and Heidi (Smith, '90), and
Kevin Ob'bayi, '99 (see photo on Page 30).
1992 Nathaniel Lewis lives in Shanghai,
China, where he runs a trading company that
imports and exports forest products, and where
his wife, Zhulin, recently opened a restaurant
called BECA.
1993 Angela Saxe is a self-employed technical
communicator. She and her husband, Andrew,
live in Deer Harbor, Wash. Paul Spencer
married Erika Klossner on Oct. 6, in Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho. Ryan Leonard served as best
man. The Spencers live in Spokane, where
Paul is involved with theater and works as a
vocational rehab employment specialist for
Career Path Services. Erika is a mental-health
therapist with Family Services Spokane.
1994 Tim Werner married Carrie Platz on
Aug. 30. The couple lives in Gresham, Ore.,
where Tim is the vice principal and athletics
director at Boring Middle School; Carrie is a
school counselor in Portland.

1995 Matthew Boles graduated from his
residency at the University of Washington
School of Medicine in June. Matthew and
his wife, Kimberly, then moved to Salem,
Ore., where he is now an anesthesiologist at
Salem Hospital. Sara Revell is the American
citizen services officer at the U.S.Consulate
in Osaka, Japan. She was recently tenured
and promoted in the U.S. Foreign Service.
Julienne Gage was awarded first place for
the Best USA Documentary Feature at the
Miami Women's International Film Festival
for her documentary La Gata: The Nine
Lives of a Tango Singer Called 'the Cat.' Only
six of the 100 films shown at the festival
received awards. (You can read Gage's article
about Whitworth's Central America Study
Program on Page 8 of this issue of Whitworth
Today.) Meredith Banka and her husband,
Chris, reside in Elk, Wash.; Meredith is the vice
president of Ambassador Programs, Inc., in
Spokane.
1996 Cindy (Brett) Wrightson lives in San
Diego, where she is the content development
manager for Personal Power creator Tony
Robbins. She is also ghost-writing a book
and training for a marathon. Jeffrey, '97, and
Jennifer (Langlois) Arnold received their
master in divinity degrees from Fuller Seminary,
in Pasadena, Calif. Both are now associate
pastors at Mandarin Presbyterian Church, in
Jacksonville, Fla.
1997 Aimee Moiso completed her second
master's degree, this one in ecumenical
studies, last June in Switzerland. Upon
returning to the United States, she accepted a
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position as a campus minister at California's
Santa Clara University, Lissy (Hatch) Clarke
and her husband, Paul, live in France, where
Paul works for the paper division of Smurfit
Kappa and Lissy continues her work with
Habitat for Humanity, Susan (Morrow) Rico
finished her master's degree in linguistics/
TESOLin 2005, Susan and her husband live in
Long Beach, Calif" where she is a stay-at-home
mom, Eryn (Elder) and her husband, Jeremy
Crowe, x'96, are making their home in Seattle,
Eryn is a buyer for Nordstrom, and Jeremy
is a juvenile probation counselor for King
County, Laura Cotton recently accepted the
position of associate curator at the Museum
of the Adirondacks, in Blue Mountain Lake,
N,V.The museum focuses on the art, history
and culture of the Adirondacks, and Laura's
main responsibility is to research the textile
collection there, She worked previcusly at the
Corning Museum of Glass, in New York,
1998 Matthew Holstege and his wife,
Tracy,live in Salem, Ore" where Matthew is a
homebuilder, Dan Robertson teaches middleschool history and English in Moses Lake,
Wash" where he and his wife, Tricia, reside,
Chandhira "Tina" Aroonvatanaporn married
Ukrit "Joseph" Chotinantasaeth on july 7, in
Bangkok, Thailand, where the two now make
their home, Jennifer (Stellingwerf) Dison and
her husband, Trent, live in Issaquah, Wash"
where she is an ITcompliance manager for
Costco Wholesale, Brandon Campea lives
in Fort Pierre, S,D" with his wife and three
children, He is vice president of BPro, Inc, Chad
and Suzanne (Bruce, '00) Bartlett reside in

Sacramento, Calif" where Suzanne is executive
director of the American Heart Association,
1999 Gregory Jones and his wife, Sara
(Montgomery, '02), live in Liberty Lake, Wash,;
Gregory works as a product manager for Next
IT.Krista (Bradley) Little teaches at the Art
Institute of Vancouver and is enrolled in the
master of arts education program at Simon
Fraser University, in Burnaby, British Columbia,
Kristine An~rues graduated from San Diego
State University in May with a master's degree
in nursing, She plans to lead a team to Malawi,
Africa, in August for a medical mission, with
a focus on combating malaria, Lori Saylor
married Jesse Schlunegger July 7, Attendants
at the wedding included Leslie Nordyke and
Lisa (Beal) Hoxie, Lori teaches ESL in grades
K-7 in Sacramento, Calif, Ryland, '01, and
Kristen (Vancil) Carter recently moved back
to Spokane and started Carter Construction, a
company specializing in residential remodels,
Ryland is a general contractor; Kristen
manages the office,
BIRTHS
1990 a boy,Jack Jeffrey,to Josh and Holly
(Berg, '94) Wilcox, June 17,2006
1990 a girl, Ava Lee, to Cathy (Lee) and Ralph
Springer, July 18
1991 a girl, Rebecca, to Ron and Valerie
(Ganir) Knott, Feb, 7
1991 a girl, Keela Maris, to Brian and Diana
(Bell, '95) Gage, April 30
1992 a boy, Benjamin Leland, to Jessica
Simpson and Justin Krause, June 12,2006
1992 a girl, Eliana Wren, to Jeffrey and Kim
(Thompson, '93) Carlson, Feb, 5

With This Ring...
Lynnea (Johnson, '90) and
John Mackey were joined in
California at their September
wedding by (clockwise, bottom
right) Kevin, '99, and Heidi
(Smith, '90) Ob'bayi,
Rev, Kimberly Elliott, '89 (who
performed the ceremony), and
Trish Morita-Mullaney, '89,

T
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1993 a boy, Gavin, to Kris and Heather, '95,
McClure-Coleman, May 2, 2006
1993 a boy, Calvin Andrew, to Angela
(Grinnell) and Andrew Saxe, Nov.9, 2006
1993 a girl, Stella Grace, to Paul "P.J:' Pedroni
and his Wife, Feb. 23, 2007
1993 a boy, Craig Jason, to Amy and Scott
Mills, Aug, 14
1993 a girl, Brooklyn Rae, to Kevin and Megan
Parker, Jan. 6
1993 a girl, Lily Faith, to Patti (Haggard) and
Paul Hendricks, Jan. 23
1993 a girl, Sophia Eleanor, to John and
Caroline Boxmeyer, Jan, 13
1994 a girl, Lorraine Isabel, to Wendy
(Arralde) and Charles Pottgen, Nov.26
1994 twin girls, Olivia Rose and Sophia Rose,
to Mark and Gretchen (Rose, '95) Wolf,
Jan. 14
1995 a girl, Nadia, to Meredith (Juncker) and
Chris Banka, Jan, 11,2006
1995 a girl, Sonja Rae, to Jeff and Renee
Lindstrom, June 4, 2007
1995 a girl, Josephia Joy,to Matthew and
Jennifer (Gregory) Hirschfelder, July 25
1995 a boy,John Raymond Lachlan, to
Courtney (Thimsen) and Jerry Cimijotti,
Dec. 9
1996 a girl, Jessie Ann, to Ryan and Julie
(Kluksdal) Wilhite, Nov, 13,2006
1996 a girl, Rylee, to Jennifer (Langlois) and
Jeffrey Arnold, '97, Jan. 1
1997 a girl, Eliza Grace, to Amy (Clark) and
Matthew McNelly, '98, Aug. 5, 2005
1997 a girl, Amaya U'ilani, to Susan (Morrow)
and Jose Rico, March 9, 2006
1997 a boy, Kincaid Michael, to Eryn (Elder)
and Jeremy Crowe, July 4
1997 a girl, Emma, to Rachel (Karr) and
Matthew Dupont, July 6
1997 a boy, Kekoa Antonio, to Susan
(Morrow) and Jose Rico, Dec. 9
1997 a girl, Lucy Grace, to Kara (Hartle) and
Tony Billingsley, Jan. 20
1997 a boy,Joshua John, to Emily (Angulo)
and Jeffrey Fiorito, March 13
1998 a boy,Adrian Antonio, to Beth
(Anderegg) and Antonio Paez,
Oct. 28, 2006
1998 a girl, Maddison Belle, to Matthew and
Tracy Holstege, Sept. 19,2006
1998 a girl, Sofia Milagros, to Melissa (Wong)
and Dario Salgado, Oct. 9
1998 a boy,Connor Douglas, to Dan and Tricia
Robertson, April 20,2005
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1998 a girl, Nora Kay Gladness, to Julie
(Correll) and Todd Billow, March 12,2006
1998 a boy,Andrew, to Daria (Whitmore) and
Matt Wright, Dec. 16,2006
1998 a boy,Andrew, to Brandon and Abbey
Campea, May 20, 2006
1998 a boy,Xavier, to Alisa (Tongg) and James
Tongg-Weiler,Aug. 15
1998 a girl, Ryan Eileen, to Janet
(stellingwerf) and Trent Olson, Nov. 8
1998 a boy,Jonah Roy,to Jennifer (Tissue)
and Justin Pope, Dec. 20
1998 a boy, Reese McNeely, to Erik and
Melissa Olson, Jan. 15
1998 a girl, Bailey Grace, to Chad and
Suzanne (Bruce, '00) Bartlett, Feb. 2
1998 a boy, Robert Mark, to Mark and Kristen
(Burger) Blincoe, Feb. 13
1998 a boy, Joshua David, to Beth (Robblee)
and Aaron Soderlund, March 23
1999 a boy, Nathan Paul, to Gregory and Sara
(Montgomery, '02) Jones,June 6, 2006
1999 a boy, Chase Jeffrey,to Kristen (Vancil)
and Ryland Carter, '00, July 26
1999 a girl, Sophia Marie, to Brice and
Michelle Stanley, Aug. 31
1999 a girl, Lauren Kristen, to Kristen (Dodd)
and Nelson SOD, Oct. 2
1999 a boy, Caden Hunter, to Kelly
(Starkweather) and Douglas Schutz,
Nov.30
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2000 Muleba David
Kasongo married Yetunde
Rachel Kupolokun on Jan. 12. The marriage
joined two nationally prominent families from
the Democratic Republic of Congo and Nigeria,
respectively. Miguel saldin and his wife, Mary
(Eells, '01), make their home in Seattle, where
Miguel works as an information and assistance
supervisor for Asian Counseling and Referral
Service and Mary is a match-support specialist
with Big Brothers/Big Sisters. William and
Rachal (Shim) Mather are headed to
Bangladesh to be full-time missionaries with
Youth with a Mission. They are being sent by
their church, Nightlife, out of Honolulu. The
couple will primarily serve an orphanage
while they also participate in several outreach
projects, including tribal ministries, Muslim
outreach and income-generating projects for
the poor.
2001 Hilary Martin received her law degree

Alum Seeks to Honor God
through Medical Research
by Laura Richardson, '08
At Whttworth, Nathan Palpant, '01, applied
himself to two rather different areas of study:

biology and music. While he no longer plays the
trumpet, as he did in college, Palpant says his
appreciation

for artistry contributes significantly

to the creative processes he engages in every

day in his biomedical research. Palpanr's early
research focused on how adult stem cells could be
useful in repairing injured hearts. In recent years,

gene-therapy techniques

his study has transitioned to a project that uses
of cardiac function during severe

to explore the protection

stresses such as heart attacks.

Palpant is currently working toward his Ph.D. in molecular and integrative
physiology at the University of Michigan Medical School. He equates surviving
a doctoral program with running a marathon. "It takes a tremendous amount of
determination that is grounded in a passion for what 1 do," he says. "My interest in
science and biomedical research has given me the motivation to continue my work

despite its difficulty."
While many experiments

don't work, and the research can be a slow and, at

times, tedious process, Palpant says the end result is more than worth the effort.

"It

is continually humbling to me that every day when 1 go to the lab, 1 am being given
the opportunity to discover the world that God has created in ways that no one has
ever known before," Palpanr says. "1pray that the use of my gifts in this area will
foremost honor God and, second, be an act of service to my neighbor just as Jesus

commands in Matthew 22:37."
After he finishes his doctorate, it's likely that Palpant will pursue a fellowship
In another lab to gain additional research experience. In terms of his long-term
professional goals, he remains open to working in various scientific fields. Regardless
of his future endeavors, Palpant says he appreciates the foundational life principles
he learned at Whitworth, which he puts to use daily in his work as a biomedical
research scientist.

Palpant says he is grateful for the ways in which Whitworth allowed him to
expand his leadership skills and develop as a person. "The personal investment
of so many faculty members in my life was important for me in more ways than I
can articulate," I'alpanc says. "What I came away with from my 'mind and heart'
education

at Whitworth

was substantive

from Arizona State University in December
2004 with certificates in Indian law and
environmental law. Hilary passed the bar
exam in Alaska in 2005. After working for a
superior-court judge and an Alaska Supreme
Court chief justice, she now works at Sonosky
Chambers, a law firm specializing in Indian law.
Robert Mitchell and his wife, Heather, live in
Walnut Creek, Calif., where Robert is a media
arts coordinator for Walnut Creek Presbyterian

and meaningful

and lasting."

Church. Gail Burger married Elidion Lila on
May 27, 2007, in Erseka, Albania; the Lilos
continue to serve with the church and Bible
school there. Nancy Belliston married Mike
Palmer last August. The couple lives in San
Diego, where Nancy teaches children with
special needs and is working on her master's
degree in special education. Brett Swanson
married Katherine Hopta on Oct. 16,2006,
in Louisville, Ky.The couple lives in Columbus,
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Ohio, where Brett works as associate pastor
of Boulevard Presbyterian Church. Peter and
Stephanie Olsen live in Ludlow, Mass., where
he is an athletic trainer at Mount Holyoke
College. Jesse, '02, and Valerie (Erickson)
Parbon are making their home in Camas,
Wash., where Valerie is a teacher in the Camas
School District.
2002 Andrew Garretson moved to Los Angeles
to pursue acting. He is currently represented
by Entertainment Partners. Matthew and
Catherine (Wundrum, '03) Townsend make
their home in Spokane, where Matthew is a
senior software engineer at General Dynamics
Itronix Corporation. Hillary Starr married Jeff
Lamb on Aug. 4. The couple lives in Tacoma,
Wash. Jeremiah Spencer and his wife, Sandra,
live in Tulsa, Okla., where Jeremiah works as a
strategic account manager for Paragon Films,
Inc. lach Wasser, '03, married Sara Johnson.
2003 Jeff Riddell is in his first year of medical
school at U.S.C:s Keck School of Medicine.
He and his wife, Katrina (Schrader, 'OS), live
in Pasadena, Calif. Matthew Cole recently
returned from a 15-month deployment in
Afghanistan in support of Operation Enduring
Freedom with the U.S. Navy.Marcie Koch
graduated from Whitworth in 2006 with a
master of education degree in guidance and
counseling. She is now a school counselor at
Connell High School, in Connell, Wash., where
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she coaches cheerleading; she is also the
leader of a senior-high youth group at Connell
United Methodist Church. Jill Vaughan married
Jason Bishop on Sept. 29 in Ellensburg, Wash.
The couple lives in Kirkland, Wash., where Jill
works for REI and Jason works for Boeing.
Lorraine Goddard and her husband, Timothy,
reside in Rio de Janiero, where they teach at
the International Christian School. Lorraine
received her master of education degree from
the University of Washington this year.
2004 Logan Gage married Elizabeth Joyce
Oct. 20, 2007. The couple lives in Washington,
D.C. (We mistakenly referred to the groom
as "Eric Logan" in our fall issue. Whitworth
Today extends its most sincere apologies.)
Andrew Coe married Janelle Stevens on May
26,2007. The couple lives in Seattle, where
Andrew is the manager of a Tully's coffee shop.
Heather Bupp married Karl Larsen on July 14.
The couple lives in Kent, Wash. Megan Haley
married Mike Anderson on Sept. 22 in Greeley,
Colo. Attendees included Dana Boddy, Sarah
Ekerholm, Scott Bierlink and Joel Gaffney.
The Andersons live in Puyallup, Wash., where
Megan works as a content-development
specialist in Pacific Lutheran University's
communications office and Mike manages
the Tacoma Sherwin-Williams paint store.
Stephanie Van Dam married Chris Rockwell on
April 7,2006, in Chino, Calif. Fellow Whitworth

alumni Sarah Ekerholm, Brianne (Dutton)
Ozaki, Megan Lambuth, and Lindsay Dezutter,
'03, were in attendance. Stephanie completed
a degree in graphic design in 2006 at L.A:s
Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising.
She and Chris now live in Spokane, where
Chris works for Dyson, Inc., and Stephanie
is a member of Whitworth's institutionaladvancement team. John Proffitt married
Emily Brandler, 'OS, last August at Whitworth.
Jennifer (Brandler) Hesse, '02, Amy (Glover)
Membrere, '05, Serena (Fadel) Wang, '05,
April Brast, '05, Matthew Altmeyer, '05,
Adam Vawter, Allan Prins, David Warren and
Patrick Orr were in attendance. The couple
lives in Spokane, where Emily is a reporter for
the Journal of Business and John is a sales
representative for Eli Lilly pharmaceuticals.
David Webster graduated from the University of
Dubuque Theological Seminary in May 2007.
He received the Stratemeier Award in Bible
and the Donald G. Bloesch Award in theology.
David and his wife, Dawn (Steffen), reside
in Knoxville, Tenn., where he is the pastor at
Concord Presbyterian Church (PCUSA). Lee
and Kenna (Klempel, '05) Stoops recently
moved back to Lee's hometown of Hailey,
Idaho. Lee works with his father's electricalengineering firm, Paul Stoops Associates,
and Kenna hosts a morning show at local
radio station KSKI and does some substitute
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-----------------------------teaching in the local schools. Lars, '06, and
Hayley (Baudrau) Gaarde live in Seattle,
where Hayley is working on her masters
degree in vocal performance at the University
of Washington. Lars currently works as tech
support for Apex Learning.
2005 Jennifer Wiseman married Andy Yancy
on Dec. 15 in Oregon.The couple lives in
Union, Ore. William "Billy" Gaines and his
wife, Christina (Bumgarner, '06), reside in
Spokane, where Billy is in the 1008 Centurions
Program with Chuck Colson through Break
Point Ministries and works at the Spokane
Industrial Park. Christina recently left her job
at a pediatrician's office to stay at home with
the couple's new son. Emily Loeffler married
Brandt Hofstetter on June 23, 2007. The
couple resides in Seattle, where Emily is an
office administrator for Washington Partners,
Inc. Kevin and Michelle (Crow, '07) Klevjer
live in Mercer Island, Wash., where Michelle
is a breast-health coordinator for Overtake
Hospital. Brillney Peterson has returned to
Sacramento, Calif., to work for the State of
California's social-services department after
spending a year in London, England, as a
receptionist. Allison Cleaveland is a nurse
at Sacred Heart Medical Center, in Spokane.
William elegern married Nichole Ehnes on
Aug. 11, after Nichole finished her master
in teaching program in June. Katie Brown
recently spent six weeks in Arequipa, Peru,
with Youth with a Mission, teaching English
classes to Spanish speakers from several
different countries. Tara Eaton married Daniel
Leung on Feb. 23 in Seattle. Members of the
wedding party included Sharla Higginbotham,
'04, and Jennifer Scales, '04. Daniel is a
graduate of the University of British Columbia
and is currently an internal-medicine resident
at the University of Washington School of
Medicine. The couple lives in Seattle, where
Tara works as the service-teams coordinator
for Agros International. After a move to Boston
this summer, Tara plans to begin a master
of arts program in law & diplomacy at Tufts
University's Fletcher School of International
Studies and Daniel will undertake a
fellowship in infectious diseases at Beth
Israel Deaconess Medical Center. Hannah
(Leestma) Sims and her husband, Stephen,
reside in San Antonio, where Hannah works
as a teacher at Bright Horizons.

www.whitworth.edu/alumni
2006 David Pellis married Charese Thomas,
'07. Ernestcarl and Amy (Bement) Policarpio
live in Seattle, where Ernestcarl is a highschool teacher. Adrian Schulz has been
working as a financial planner in San Diego
for the last three years. He works with not-forprofit organizations in which Spanish is the
primary language.
2007 Katheryn "Katie" Turner married
Cameron DeHaven on Sept. 2. The couple
lives in Spokane. Michael Marchesini is
volunteering with the Jesuits in Nicaragua.
Sarah Montandon married Jonathan Anderson
Nov. 30 in Spokane. Fellow Whitworth alumni
who took part in the wedding included mother
of the bride Sally (Gibbon, '68) Montandon,
Leslie (Throp, '68) Larson, and Dan, '66, and
Robyn (Stacy, '67) Grether. Bridesmaid Tracey
Brown, '08, Ryan Hansen, and Suzanne
Sherman were also in attendance.
BIRTHS
2000 a girl, Abigail Karlynn Phipps, to Arica
(Hanson) and Kerry Randall, Jan. 15
2000 a girl, Eliana Kai, to Jennifer (Magennis)
and Octavia Juarez, July 26, 2005
2000 a girl, Sofia Isabel, to Jennifer
(Magennis) and Octavia Juarez, May 29,
2006
2000 a boy, Noah Phillip, to Nicole (Brunner)
and Nigel Hunter, Jan. 21
2000 a girl, Lydia Lynne, to Lora (Grissen) and
Ken Froescher, March 4
2000 a boy,Andrew Caleb, to Luke and
Jennifer Thomas, Nov. 16
2001 a boy, Byron Richard, to Andrew and
Andrea (Grant, '03) Eggimann, july 8
2001 a boy,Abraham Robert, to Robert and
Heather Mitchell, Aug. 31

2001 a boy,Alexander Nicholas, to Andy and
Elizabeth (Trudeau) Franz, Oct. 23
2001 a boy,Jack Joshua, to Valerie (Erickson)
and Jesse Parbon, '02, Nov.3
2001 a girl, Madeline Noel, to Megan (Dunn)
and Kristopher Shull, Nov. 24
2001 a girl, ltalia Roselle, to Joshua and
Rochell (Lamica) Salina, Dec. 14
2001 a boy, Dyllan Konrad, to Mindy (Bandy)
and Neil Muller
2001 a boy,Jackson, to Jonn and Stephanie
Covell, April 1
2002 a girl, Ella Grace, to Mallhew and
Catherine (Wundrum, '03) Townsend,
June 7,2005
2002 a boy, Nicholas Louis, to Kelli (Kaufman)
and Ben Hesse, June 11,2007
2002 a boy, Oliver Jackson Wallace, to
Jeremiah and Sandra Spencer,
Dec. 26
2003 a boy,Thomas Harrison, to Michael and
Stephanie Howard, May 1,2007
2003 a boy,Zachariah Samuel, to Timothy and
Amy (Chamberlain) Kenagy, Aug. 24
2003 a boy,Johannes William, to Derek and
Katie (Gee) Bynagle, Jan. 12
2004 a boy, LeviAaron, to Neal and Carly
(Miracle) Pickering, April 6
2005 a boy, Gabriel Russell, to William and
Christina (Bumgarner, '06) Gaines,
May 10,2007
2005 a boy, Hosea Bruce, to Mallhew and
Jenevieve (Borin) Price, Sept. 11
2005 a girl, Taylor Noelle, to Julia (Johnson)
and Mark Mesdag, '07, Dec. 30
2005 a girl, Nora Abigael, to Hannah
(Leestma) and Stephen Sims, Feb. 24
2006 a boy, Micah Ernest, to Ernestcarl and
Amy (Bement) Policarpio, Nov. 15,2006
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Alumni Panel Tackles Faith and Politics
Heritage Week, which annually marks Whitworth's
discussion on faith and politics moderated
on American

by

1890 founding, this year featured an alumni panel

Professor of Political Science Julia Stronks, who teaches courses

,

national politics and has authored several books and articles on religion, law and public policy.

Following are brief bios and excerpts from the four alumni panelists. A recording of the complete
be accessed online at www.whitworth.edu/whitworthtoday.

Don Cox, '63, held nearly

Christian Gunter, '98,

discussion can

every position possible in

worked on hunger security

education before being elected
m 1999 to the first offour

with the Department of
Agriculture in the Clinton

Julie Sund Nichols, '00,
served on staffs for U.S.
Sen. Slade Gorton, U.S.
Rep. Jennifer Dunn and the

terms in the Washington

administration

House Select Committee

State Legislature, where he
represented a large district

the staffs of U.S. Sen. Patty
Murray and U.S. Rep. Rick

Homeland Security. She also
worked on Dine Rossi's 2004

Center for Justice, a private

southeast of Spokane. He

Larsen. He now works on
responsible property investing

campaign for Washington
governor and Mike McGavick's

served as policy chair for
higher education and on
appropriations,

capital

budget, finance, and judiciary
committees.

Those (in the legislature) who
had a faith, who were part of
public policy ... had some kind of
absolute answer - absolutes in

terms of what they would do and
what they wouldn't do. Without

before joining

2006 U.S. Senate race. She is
currently an attorney for the

protection

Building Industry Association

A lot of the foundations I
picked up at Whitworth I used
while I was in D. C. The frame

of Washington.

I think the challenge is to
figure out how we can breathe
and live and share our faith
without fear, yet give someone
else space .... It's not enough
just to be right and figure out
the solution; it's how do we
create a solution that works for

1 use for thinking about social
justice is something I picked up
here. I came out of Whitworth
wi th all of these Ideals, and
there were certain solutions that

to

members of the

that we disagree, but what they
can't accept is inconsistency.

I da have pretty strong feelings
as a Republican about faith and
politics and where it belongs ..
I think it is very dangerous that
the evangelical right has had
such a hold over my party. I
think that they have gotten really
good at taking up the airwaves
on talk radio and having a
dISproportionate influence .... I
wasn't excited about any of the
presidential candidates, ... but I
do like Senator McCain. I am
frankly very scared right now thai
the evangelical right is going to

hurt a moderate, independent·
thinking Republican's chance

be president.
T
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nonprofit law firm focused on

a real estate institutional
investment advisor in Seattle.

I knew were the right soLutions.
I realized at the end of the day
that compromise was required
to solve these issues, and we
didn't solve a lot of the big
ones .... So one of the challenges
was to try to find meaning in
incremental change.

other caucus. They can accept

lawyer. In 2004, he became
chief catalyst for Spokane's

with Kennedy Associates,

that anchor, you get involved

have talked

on

community change through
increased government
accountability, environmental

in the particulars of the issues,

and then you find at some point
in time that you haven't been
consistent with your own beliefs,
in terms of how you vote .... I

Breean Beggs, '85, worked
as an employment social
worker before becoming a

to

and civil rights.

all of us, regardless of what my
faith or politics are? We can

find that common ground. The
thing that's so exciting at the
Center for justice is that we look
at a problem and we try to get
it solved in a way that works
for people. We're playing for
people's hearts and minds.
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hen former ASWC president Wendi Story McFarland, '96, graduated
from Whitworth 12 years ago, the Internet was just hitting its stride,
Bill Clinton was on the verge of being elected to his second term as
president, and the average cost of gasoline was $1.23 per gallon. It
wasn't that long ago, and yet much has changed since then.
But some things don't change - like Mock Rock, The Big 3, and
the value of a Whitworth education. That's why, after graduating,
Story McFarland decided to include her alma mater in her estate plans
by setting up a life insurance policy and naming Whitworth as the
beneficiary.
"Purchasing a policy to benefit Whitworth was an easy choice,"
Story McFarland says. "I could afford the monthly premium, and it felt good
knowing that one day I would give back to a community that has given 50
much to me."
Naming Whitworth as the beneficiary of your will, retirement plan or life
insurance policy is a great way to show your support for an education of mind
and heart. For information on how you can leave Whitworth in your estate
plans and become a member of the Jay P. Graves Society, please contact The
Whitworth Foundation at 800.532.4668 or foundationcswhitworth.edu.

1996

2008

Top-rated TV series

Friends

American Idol

Prime interest rate

8.25

5.0

Number of undergrade receiving degrees from Whitworth

258

559

Number of quadruplets born to Whitworth alumni

o

4

Size olthe Whitworth endowment

$20 million

Nearly $100 million

Top news story

Clinton

VS.

Dole

Clinton vs. Obama

